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Abstract 

Concerns that West Nile Virus (WNV) may arrive in the UK, prompted investigations 

of Cx. pipiens s.l., as this species complex has been most often implicated in European 

urban WNV human outbreaks and the rapid spread of the virus across North America 

from 1999. 

 

Two members of the complex are present in Britain, Cx. p. pipiens and Cx. p. molestus. 

These distinct biotypes do not interbreed and are respectively ornithophilic and 

anthropophilic. Across Europe, these traits vary with latitude, presenting a major 

taxonomic problem. 

 

Research was conducted in an urban area of East London in and around the Beckton 

Sewage Treatment Works (STW), where Cx. p. molestus was a nuisance. Most of the 

study was conducted using a DNA based assay to distinguish the forms, which was first 

fully evaluated against the typical characteristics normally used for identification  

 

Temporal and spatial surveys of larval breeding sites indicated that Cx. p. molestus 

breeds all year round inside artificial enclosures both above and below ground in a 

range of both contained and non-contained pools varying widely in size, depth and 

water quality.  

 

Cx. p. molestus larvae were not found outside of enclourses even in the summer. 

However, adults were found biting humans. Hence, Cx. p. molestus appears to move 

from the Beckton STW to obtain its blood meals and returns. 

 

Despite a search of all samples no hybrids were found. The two biotypes did not seem 

to form hybrids confirming them as essentially separated.  

 

The biting specificity of the two biotypes was studied in an urban farm where human, 

animals and birds live in close contact. While Cx. p. pipiens was found to be exclusively 

ornithophilic, Cx. p. molestus resulted to be anthropophilic and capable to take 5.5% of 
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its blood meals from birds, thus being a potential bridge vector for the transmission of 

the WNV to humans in Britain. 
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Chapter 1 

General Introduction 

1.1 Taxonomy of mosquitoes 
Insects are separated in a number of orders, the names of which are based mainly upon 

their wing characteristics (Marshall, 1938).  Consequently, the mosquitoes belonging to 

the order Diptera and comprising also the true flies are characterised by the presence of 

halteres (or modified posterior wings, (Service, 1993)). Mosquitoes belong to the family 

Culicidae that is divided into three sub-families, Culicinae, Anophelinae and 

Toxorhynchitinae.  Culex mosquitoes all belong to the sub-family Culicinae, which are 

further divided into two tribes, the Anophelini and the Culicini. The tribe Culicini 

comprises 22 genera, one of which is the genus Culex which is further subdivided into 

22 sub-genera and comprises 751 species (Service, 1993). 

 

As mosquito of the Culicinae sub genus are the subject of this research thesis, 

information on their life cycle are included in the appendix. 

 

Mosquito species complexes comprise siblings or isomorphic species that are groups of 

similar-looking species. Species complexes often occur not only amongst culicine but 

also anopheline mosquitoes. Members of a complex are generally reproductively 

isolated (Service, 1993).  Because siblings of species complexes are generally difficult 

to distinguish by morphometric characters, several methods, such as enzyme 

electrophoresis and cytotaxonomy (Munsterman, 1988; Narang et al., 1990) have been 

used to separate them.  

 

1.2 The Culex pipiens complex 
The taxonomic status of the Culex pipiens complex remains still unresolved and it was 

defined by Harbach et al., (1984) as “one of the major outstanding problems in 

mosquito taxonomy”. This problem has persisted because of striking differences in 

physiological and behavioural traits occurring without a distinctive morphological 

differentiation  (Vinogradova, 2000; Harbach et al., 1984). The most widely distributed 
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members of the complex are Culex (Cx.) pipiens sensu strictu (s.s.) and Culex 

quinquefasciatus. Furthermore, Cx pipiens s.s. is known as the northern house mosquito 

that prevails in temperate holarctic regions. Culex pipiens exists in two “forms” pipiens 

sensu strictu and molestus.  

 

The two Culex pipiens forms are morphologically undistinguishable, and they have 

been distinguished on the basis of their ecology and behaviour. It is still not clear if they 

have to be recognized as separate species or “variants or forms” of the same species 

(Harbach et al., 1984). In northern Europe, including Great Britain Cx. pipiens s.s. is 

anautogenous (need a blood meal in order to lay eggs), eurygamous ( requires large 

spaces to mate in nuptial swarms), heterodynamous (undergoes a winter diapause), 

epigeous (larval breeding sites are situated above ground) and mainly ornithophilic (bite 

birds as a source of blood).  In contrast, Cx. pipiens molestus is autogenous (can lay the 

first egg batch without feeding on blood), stenogamous (can mate in restricted and 

confined spaces), homodynamous (does not diapause), hypogeous (larval breeding sites 

are situated above ground) and mammophilic in particular anthropophilic (bites 

mammals, in particular humans as a source of blood). In addition, the two Cx. pipiens 

forms are not known to form hybrids (Vinogradova, 2000; Byrne & Nichols, 1999). 

 

However, the above mentioned physiological and behavioural traits are not clearly 

identifiable when dealing with Cx. p. pipiens and Cx. p. molestus in Southern Europe. 

Here, hybridization of the two forms can occur with the consequent appearance of forms 

presenting a mixture of the distinctive ecological and behavioural traits, where the trait 

of autogeny is commonly associated with a preference for mammals in particular 

humans (Vinogradova, 2000; Mattingly, 1951). Further south in Egypt and Israel, the 

separation between Cx. p. pipiens and Cx. p. molestus completely disappears, in fact the 

populations are stenogamous and mainly mammophilic, but variable for autogeny (Gad 

et al., 1995; Nudelman et al., 1988; Villani et al., 1986). 

 

In the USA, a novel form that genetically resembles a hybrid between the two European 

biotypes (molestus and typical pipiens s.s.) has been found in a recent study that used 

DNA microsatellite genotyping. This USA Cx. pipiens form is both ornithophilic and 

anthropophilic (Fonseca et al., 2004; Kilpatrick et al., 2006). 
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On the other hand, Cx. quinquefasciatus is the tropical counterpart of Culex pipiens s.l., 

and is known as the southern house mosquito. It is found in the tropical and subtropical 

regions, and its distribution partially overlap with that of Cx. p. pipiens in the Americas, 

the Middle and Far East, Australia and Africa (Barr, 1981; Mitchell et al., 1984).  In 

fact, in part of the USA and Japan hybrids occur with the appearance of intermediate 

forms (Service, 1993; Almiron, 1995).  Cx. quinquefasciatus is anautogenous, 

stenogamous, and homodynamous. There are a few records of autogenous oogenesis in 

African and Argentinean populations, but these need further confirmation (Bushrod, 

1978; Almiron, 1995). It is a mosquito species that does not show a distinct preference 

for birds and humans as a source of blood, but it can be a nuisance to humans (Byrne & 

Nichols, 1999; Harbach et al., 1984). These characteristics combined with the fact that 

Cx. quinquefasciatus is very abundant can account for its medical importance in 

transmitting Bancroftian filariasis (Wuchereria Bancrofti). Cx. pipiens s.s. and Cx. 

quinquefasciatus males can be reliably distinguished by the morphology of genitalia 

(Donaldson, 1979; Qui, 1991). 

 

Other members of the complex comprise Culex pallans, Culex globocoxitus and Culex 

australicus. Culex pallens is present in Japan, China, Mexico and middle and western 

USA. Systematically, it is very close to Cx. pipiens and sometimes considered as an 

intraspecific form (Culex pipiens pallans) or as a separate species. It is biologically 

intermediate between Culex p. pipiens and Culex quinquefasciatus, since it is 

anautogenous, eurygamous and anthropophagic (bites humans) and it has intermediate 

morphological characters . In China and in Japan is a vector of Banchroftian Filariasis 

(Vinogradova, 2000; Service, 1993).  

 

Culex globocoxitus and Culex australicus are found in Australia. The latter species has 

genitalia characteristics intermediate between Cx. quinquefasciatus and Cx. pipiens s.s., 

whereas Cx. globocoxitus can breed with Cx. quinquefasciatus but the hybrid offsprings 

die before breeding (Service, 1993) . 

 

Culex torrentium is mainly distributed in the west palaearctic, in particular in Europe 

and some areas of Asia, although its northern and southern range limits have not yet 

been established (Dahl, 1988; Gustevich, et. al., 1970).  Culex torrentium and Culex 

pipiens s.s. are considered sibling species. They have a sympatric distribution (co-exist 

in the same area) and similar morphological peculiarities. In particular, in Southern 
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England Culex torrentium can account for up to 80% of the local mixed population 

(Gilles & Gubbins, 1982). Culex pipiens s.s. and Culex torrentium can be differentiated 

by morphometric characteristics of male genitalia, as well as qualitative and quantitative 

differences of the egg exochorion (outer layer of membrane of the egg shell) (Dahl, 

1988) and 3 enzyme loci (Urbanelli et al. 1981).  Recently these were differentiated  by 

a PCR-based assay that detects polymorphisms in the second intron of the 

acetylcholinesterase-2 (ace-2) locus (Smith & Fonseca, 2004)  

Culex torrentium is anautogenous, eurygamous and heterodynamous similarly to Cx. 

pipiens s.s. and similar in their biology and seasonal strategy (Vinogradova , 2000; 

Cranston et al., 1987; Gilles & Gubbins, 1982). 

 

1.3 Identification of the two Cx. pipiens forms and their hybrids 

Studies aiming at distinguishing Cx. p. pipiens from Cx. p. molestus include 

morphological and biochemical investigation of larval chaeotaxy, variation in the length 

of dorsal and ventral arms of the phallus in adult males (DV/D ratios), and 

chromatography (Harbach et al., 1984; Jobling, 1938; Mattingly, 1952; Micks, 1954). 

These methods all failed because they could not be used reliably when applied across 

worldwide populations. 

 

DNA based assays offer the most reliable tool in the idenfication of complex of sibling 

species that differ in their ecology and behaviour but not morphologically. A PCR based 

assay that allows to distinguish most members of the Cx. pipiens complex was 

developed by Smith and Fonseca (2004). It exploits polymorphisms in the second 

intron of the acetylcholinesterase-2 (ace-2) locus for the identification of Cx. pipiens, 

Cx. quinquefasciatus, Cx. p. pallens, Cx. australicus, Cx. torrentium and Cx. pervigilans, 

as well as hybrids between Cx. pipiens and Cx. quinquefasciatus.  

 

However, this assay could not distinguish the two Cx. p. pipiens and Cx. p. molestus 

forms. In fact, their molecular differentiation proved particularly challenging, because the 

two pipiens biotypes are likely to have recently diverged in terms of behaviour and 

physiology into distinct sub-groups possibly as a consequence of domestication 

(Fonseca et al., 2004).  
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Only recently, Bhanck and Fonseca (2006) developed a reliable PCR based rapid assay 

based on polymorphisms in the flanking region of the CQ11 microsatellite locus. The 

test amplifies a DNA fragment of approximately 200 bp and 250 bp for Cx. p. pipiens 

and Cx. p. molestus respectively, and both fragments for Cx. p. pipiens / Cx. p. molestus 

hybrids. 

 

Although the flanking regions of the CQ11 Cx. pipiens f. molestus and Cx. 

quinquefasciatus differed by 5.3%, the authors could not design a compatible primer 

that would generate a band in Cx. quinquefasciatus with a dignostic size. 

 

Therefore, in areas where Cx. quinquefasciatus is present or coexists with the Northern 

house forms, this test needs to be used in conjunction with the ACE (Acetil-

colinestarase) assay mentioned above in order to allow identification of pure and hybrid 

populations of the two Cx. pipiens forms along with Cx. quinquefasciatus , in particular 

Cx. pipiens/ Cx. quinquefasciatus and Cx. p. molestus/ Cx. quinquefasciatus hybrids 

(Bahnck & Fonseca,2006). 

 

Similarly, to allow the distinction of the morphologically very similar Culex (Culex) 

torrentium Martini in Europe from the two Cx. pipiens biotypes, the above mentioned 

composite protocol was also used/developed. 

 

It must be noted that the Bahnck & Fonseca (2006) rapid assay was developed from 

samples collected mainly from North America and Europe, therefore caution should be 

exercised when used in population from other areas of the world, particularly Africa 

(Bahnck & Fonseca, 2006). 

 

1.4 West Nile Virus 
The West Nile Virus (WVN) is an arbovirus (arthropod-borne virus) belonging to the 

family Flaviviridae. The term arbovirus has no taxonomic significance but is rather is an 

ecologic term used to define a virus that requires a hematophagous (blood-sucking) 

arthropod for transmission between hosts (Gubler, 2001). It is also member of the 

Japanese encephalitis (JE) serocomplex, which contains a number of viruses also 
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associated with human encephalitis: JE, St. Louis encephalitis, Murray Valley 

encephalitis, and Kunjin (a subtype of WNV) (Craven & Roehrig, 2001). 

The vast majority of WNV infections are clinically silent and about 1% of all infections 

(overt and silent) will have neurological component e.g. clinical encephalitis (Craven & 

Roehrig, 2001). Milder infections are characterized by fever, malaise, 

lymphoadenophaty, periocular pain, gastrointestinal symptoms, muscle pains, and 

possibly a headache. Fever, confusion, disorientation, and or coma- typical encephalitis 

symptoms- may also be present Elderly and young persons, with a weaker immune 

system, are at highest risk of developing severe clinical encephalitis where death may 

occur (Craven & Roehrig, 2001). 

 

1.5 WNV transmission to humans, principal vectors and hosts 

The WNV is transmitted between birds, its natural reservoir host, primarily by 

mosquitoes. The primary mosquito vectors for WNV are in the Culex family. These 

mosquitoes prefer to feed on birds, but some will bite people as well especially if the 

formers are not readily available. Humans are thought to be incidental or dead end 

hosts, because they cannot become infected and may become ill as a result, but they do 

not develop a sufficiently high viremia for the continuation of a transmission cycle if 

bitten by another mosquito (Craven & Roehrig, 2001). 

 

Alternatively, two transmission cycles are present: a rural cycle of bird-mosquito 

transmission and an urban cycle involving domestic birds and humans.  Birds are the 

main amplifying hosts for WNV and mosquitoes are the main vectors transmitting virus 

amongst birds and acting as bridge vectors between birds and mammals (Higgs et al 

,2004).  

However, the WNV has occasionally been isolated from other hematophagus vectors: 

bird feeding soft and hard ticks. Wild birds (wetland and terrestrial avian species in 

diverse areas) are the principal WNV hosts (Petersen & Roehrig, 2001)  High long-term 

viremia, sufficient to infect vector mosquitoes has been observed in infected birds. 

Migratory birds are therefore instrumental in the introduction of the virus in the 

temperate area of the Eurasia during spring migrations (Hubalek & Halouzka, 1999), 

and probably also in North America (Rappole et al., 2000).  Rarely, the WNV has been 

isolated from mammals (including camels, cattle, horses, dogs, lemurs, and humans) in 

enzootic foci (Hubalek & Halouzka, 1999).  Mammals are less important than birds in 

maintaining transmission cycles of the virus between geographical areas. Only horses 
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and lemurs have moderate viremia and seem to support WNV circulation locally. Frogs 

can also harbour the virus (Hubalek & Halouzka, 1999). 

 

1.5 Why is the WNV important?  
West Nile Virus (WNV) first appeared in the West Nile District of Uganda in 1937 

(Smithburn et al., 1940). Since then, the virus has been common in humans 

(sporadically) and birds (mainly) in Africa, West Asia, Eastern Europe and the Middle 

East. However, human and animal infections were not documented in the Western 

Hemisphere until 1999.  

 

In 1999 and 2000, outbreaks of WNV encephalitis (inflammation of the brain) were 

reported in persons living in the New York City metropolitan area, New Jersey, and 

Connecticut in the USA. In these two years, 83 human cases of West Nile illness were 

reported and there were 9 reported deaths. In 2001, human infection with WNV 

occurred in 10 states with 66 cases and 9 deaths. In 2002, WNV activity spread to 44 

states, with 4,156 human cases and 284 deaths and is now the dominant vector-borne 

disease in North America (Kilpatrick et al., 2006).  

 

It appears that the virus is becoming more virulent towards humans and birds. Since the 

mid-1990s, epidemiological trends for WNV have emerged: a) increases in the 

 frequency of outbreaks in humans and horses, b) increases in severe human disease,  c) 

high avian death rates accompanying the human outbreaks and d) epidemics in Israel 

and the United States (Autorino et al., 2002; Campbell et al., 2001; Petersen et al., 

2001).  

 

In addition, our limited knowledge concerning the virus ecology, the main 

characteristics of each mosquito species and how these interact with factors such as 

changes in climate and location, caused WNV outbreaks to have been difficult to predict 

(Enserink, 2000). Both climate and weather influence mosquito populations and 

arbovirus recovery in complex ways; simple generalizations about weather have had 

poor predictive value for other arboviruses such as Saint  Lois Encephalitis and will 

likely be equally un-predictive for WNV virus forecasting in any given area (Petersen et 

al., 2001).  
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The further expansion of the WNV virus to colder countries, especially in northern 

Europe, seems also possible as arboviruses are found as north as Scandinavia. Examples 

are arboviruses antigenically related to the California encephalitis which were isolated 

from Norvegian Aedes spp.  Mosquitoes (Traavik et al., 1985) and other tick-borne 

arboviruses causing encephalitis have also been isolated from ticks and host animal 

blood (Traavik & Mehl, 1975).  

 

At the moment, the WNV is world-wide distributed from Africa to the Middle East and 

Europe, and since the summer 1999 also in North America beginning from the New 

York City and currently expanding to most of North America and the southern parts of 

Canada  (Craven & Roehrig, 2001) (Geological Survey, 2007). 

 

From a survey concerning whether the West Nile Virus was present in Great Britain, it 

was found that the virus has been circulating in Great Britain, although harmlessly. In 

fact, antibodies against the WNV have been isolated from healthy birds (migratory and 

non migratory). It is likely that the non-migratory birds were infected with the virus by 

infected mosquitoes (Buckley et al., 2003). In addition, serological evidence of other 

three mosquito-borne arboviruses (Sindbis, Tahyna, Usutu) has been reported in Great 

Britain (Buckley et al 2006; Gould et al., 2006), whereas neighbouring countries in 

Northern Europe have enzootic amplification and transmission to humans of these 

arboviruses, resulting in infections (Buckley et al., 2006). Being most of the mosquito 

species involved in the transmission of these arboviruses present in Great Britain, the 

risk of the West Nile virus and other arboviruses must be recognized and thus 

monitored (Medlock et al , 2005).  

A visual representation of the West Nile Virus world-wide distribution is shown in Fig 

1.1. 

 

At the moment, there is no specific therapy for WNV encephalitis (Craven & Roehrig, 

2001)   Ribavirin, already in use to treat hepatitis C and several other viral diseases, has 

been shown to inhibit the virus in neural cell cultures and has also been administered to 

a small number of patients. Well-controlled clinical trials of ribavirin therapy are 

needed. Supportive care is the currently accepted mode of therapy. Vaccines are still 

developing,developing; therefore at present preventive measures seem to be most 

appropriate in order to control further spread of the disease worldwide (Craven & 

Roehrig, 2001)   
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In sum, the unpredictability of the West Nile Virus outbreaks, its increases in virulence, 

its possible arrival and establishment in northern Europe and its rapid expansion across 

the whole of North America alongside with the fact that no cure is available against it, 

are all reasons that make us appreciate how important and urgent is to limit this 

pathogen by investing time and money to understand it.  

 

1.6 Culex pipiens s.l. as a potential bridge vector for the WNV in Great 

Britain 
At least 75 mosquito species are known to carry the WNV worldwide.  In Great Britain, 

11 mosquito species feed on both birds and mammals and 9 of these species have been 

found to carry the WNV in other countries.  Most likely, WNV vectors on the British 

checklist are Culex pipiens s.l., Coquillettidia richiardii and Cx. modestus, because 

these are key vectors of WNV in Europe. (Medlock et al., 2005). The latter can be 

excluded as there are doubts about this species being resident in Great Britain. 

Coquillettidia richiardii, although widespread, has limited abundance because of the 

lack of suitable breeding habitat that, unlike most mosquito species, requires water 

submerged plants from which the larvae can breed. (Higgs et al., 2004; Medlock et al., 

2005). 

 

Culex pipiens s.l. in Britain is the most widespread and abundant mosquito species and 

therefore is probable to be most involved in the spread and amplification of the West 

Nile Virus (Higgs et al., 2004; Medlock et al., 2005; Medlock et al., 2007).  

As mentioned above (section 1.3), Culex pipiens s.l. is present in two different forms 

that are morphologically identical but may exhibit different ecology and behaviour. It is 

still not known if these two Culex pipiens forms have to be considered as separate 

species in Britain.  

 

As mentioned above in warmer countries they seem to be separate during the colder 

months of the year, but hotter spring and higher summer temperatures might favour 

Culex pipiens molestus to disperse over ground where it can interbreed with Culex 

pipiens s.s.. The separation of the two forms tends to disappear as we move further 

down to the northern Mediterranean area (Byrne & Nichols, 1999). Therefore, the 

separation between these forms is not clear, and this further confuses the issue.   
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Recent research strongly supports the idea that, in the USA, it is their hybrids that act as 

the bridge vector, as these mosquitoes are more likely to bite both birds and people.  

These two forms of Culex pipiens hybridize more frequently in North America than in 

Europe, which may in part explain why the WNV is more widespread in North America 

(Fonseca et al., 2004).   

 

However, if these two forms are not separated in Great Britain the consequences for 

WNV amplification and spread might be tremendous. Furthermore, if the two forms 

frequently interbreed in Britain, Culex pipiens molestus would probably be a bridge 

species in transmitting the virus from birds to human, via mating with Culex pipiens 

s.s..  

 

Results from studies in southern Europe (Byrne & Nichols, 1999), shows that the 

offspring of Culex pipiens s.l. mosquitoes are less focused in their biting preferences.  

This scenario could be even more complicated if the virus can be sexually transmitted 

from Culex pipiens s.s. to Culex pipiens molestus. 

 

It is also important to remark that after the middle 90s, Culex pipiens s.s. alongside with 

Culex pipiens molestus were the two species most often implicated in European fully 

urban WNV human outbreaks  (Petersen & Roehrig, 2001). Before the 90s instead, 

other mosquito species such as Culex unvittatus were involved (Hayes, 2001) 

 

1.7 Mosquitoes and climate  
A limited knowledge concerning the virus ecology, the main characteristics of each 

mosquito species and how these interact with factors such as changes in climate and 

location, caused WNV outbreaks to have been difficult to predict (Enserink, 2000). 

Climate changes in the UK predict milder winter and warmer summers, conditions that 

can favour the introduction of new mosquito species to Great Britain and a more widely 

distribution of the mosquito species already existing (Higgs et al., 2004). 

 

Climate may influence WNV transmission in other ways.  The incubation period of 

WNV within a mosquito is temperature dependent and therefore temperature influences 

rates of transmission (Higgs et al., 2004).  As climate warms it is expected that people 

will spend more time outdoors where they are more exposed to vector mosquitoes 
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(Buckley et al., 2003).  Climate also influences bird migration patterns, which will in 

turn affect the import of WNV into the country. 

 

1.8 Aim of this research thesis 
As previously discussed, the WNV human outbreaks show an unpredictable nature as 

well as an increased virulence towards humans, where mosquitoes of the Culex pipiens 

complex have been mainly implicated in the recent European WNV epidemics and 

spread across North America. In addition, there is a certain degree of uncertainty around 

the Culex pipiens complex in Britain, in particular about the two Culex pipiens biotypes. 

One of the general aims of this research study is to further contribute to the knowledge 

of the two Culex pipiens biotypes occurring in Great Britain and particularly in south 

England.  A common mistake in the past has been to generalize findings about Culex 

pipiens s.l.  from other countries and apply them to the British situation.   However 

considering that as discussed above there is such variability of their ecology, behaviour 

and degree of hybridization associated with different countries and latitudes, a good 

assessment of the risk of WNV transmission to humans posed by Culex pipiens s.l. in 

Great Britain, implicitly requires a more detailed investigation of this mosquito species.   

Furthermore, it is vital to assess the host biting specifity of the two forms and their 

frequency of interbreeding 

 

Moreover, all of the knowledge on Culex pipiens s.l. in Great Britain is at least 30 years 

old and in need of an update. During such a long period, the ecology and behaviour of 

British Cx. p. molestus may have changed, because of a warmer  British climate that 

may favour changes closer to those that we see at progressively warmer latitudes (e.g. 

less clear cut behaviour compared with the pipiens biotype) (Hulme et al., 2002), 

through a more wide distribution of the mosquito species already existing and/or 

because of the well known mechanism of passive transportation of mosquitoes via 

aircrafts and ships, that introduces foreign mosquito immigrants/and or exotic species 

that get established and/or hybridize with local population. (Gubler, 2001, 2002; Labbe 

et al., 2005). 

 

In addition, until 2006 when the first reliable molecular identification of the two Cx. 

pipiens varieties was published (Bahnck & Fonseca, 2006), some of the information 

about the occurrences/outbreaks of the British Cx. p. molestus reported in the literature, 

did not reveal whether the distinctive behavioural trait of autogeny was ascertained or it 
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was verified at all.  It is also likely that often the molestus biotype could have been 

confused with the pipens one.  

 

This research thesis was conducted in an area where a Culex pipiens molestus biting 

nuisance was plaguing the residents of the Barking&Daghenham and Newham 

Boroughs in the East-London area which is a mixture of densely populated urban areas 

and widely open marshland.  

 

The fact that Cx. p. molestus was causing the biting nuisance was not known from the 

beginning of this research, but it was highly suspected, as localized and intense 

mosquito biting outbreaks in Great Britain are often associated with this specific 

mosquito species, especially in urban areas (Vinogradova , 2000; Cranston et al., 1987).  

Furthermore, the area afflicted by the nuisance had already a previous history of Cx. p. 

molestus biting outbreaks (White & Chase, 1980).  Therefore, the Barking&Daghenham 

and Newham Boroughs were an excellent area where to carry out the research on Cx. 

pipiens s.l..   

 

Structure of the Thesis 

This PhD research thesis had the two aims. The first aim was to contribute to the 

knowledge on the two Cx. pipiens forms occurring in Britain and consequently relate it 

to the risk that these mosquitoes may pose for the transmission of the WNV in this 

country.  The second aim was to use the information in order to enable an efficient 

mosquito control program  in the Beckton Sewage Treatment Works which was 

suspected to be source of the nuisance.  

 

The following objectives were assessed: 

 

Chapter 3  

Culex pipiens molestus infestation in the Beckton Sewage Treatment Works (East-

London). 

The main objective was to evaluate whether Culex pipiens molestus was responsible for 

the biting outbreak in the Barking&Daghenham and Newham Boroughs in the East 

London area.  Specific objectives were to establish when Cx. p. molestus is at its highest 

peak throughout the year and to examine which environmental factors are favouring its 

establishment through a qualitative analysis of Cx. p. molestus larval habitat. 
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Chapter 4 

Culex pipiens molestus dispersal in the surrounding of the Beckton Sewage 

Treatment works  

Culex pipiens molestus natural breeding sites were extensively examined in the area 

within 1.5 km radius in the surrounding of the Beckton Sewage Treatment works 

(STW). The main objectives were to establish if there were additional Cx. p. molestus 

hot spots other than the Beckton STW and to examine the Cx. p. molestus dispersal over 

the summer season.  Therefore, larval collections were taken from Cx. pipens s.l natural 

breeding sites and main drains over the summer. In addition, industrial premises were 

visited over the winter, and mosquito biting complaint data were obtained from Barking 

& Dagenham and Newham Councils.  The latter data were then mapped and related to 

data on human population density and wind speed and direction. 

 

Chapter 5 

Culex pipiens s.l. host biting specificity and hybrids in relation to the risk of 

transmission of West Nile Virus to humans in Great Britain. 

Two important unresolved issues about the Culex pipiens complex in Great Britain were 

investigated. The biting specificity of British Cx. p. pipiens  Cx. p. molestus were 

aseessed to evaluate the presence of hybrid populations of Cx. p. pipiens and Cx. p. 

molestus.  
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Fig. 1. 1  West Nile Virus worldwide geographic distribution (taken from Solomon et 
al. 2003). Areas of transmission in orange. 
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Chapter 2  

General Materials and Methods 

 

2.1 Mosquito sampling and rearing 
Mosquitoes were reared in insectaries maintained at a temperature of 28 ±1 °C, a light 

to dark cycle of 12:12 hours and a relative humidity of 75± 5 %. Egg rafts were allowed 

to hatch in small (10 cm diameter) plastic tubs, half filled with tap water and provided 

with a small pellet of guinea pig food. First instar larvae were transferred to plastic trays 

of 31 x 45 cm (large) or 15 x15 cm (small) and 10 cm deep  half filled with tap water. 

Small trays were used for larvae from single egg rafts. Guinea pig pellets were provided 

for larval nutrition every second day. Pupae were transferred into small plastic tubs and 

placed into small (20 cm cubed) or large (30 cm cubed) adult cages. Filter papers 

standing in a 30 ml tube containing 10% glucose solutions were provided as food for 

adult mosquitoes.  

 

Larval breeding sites were sampled with a soup ladle (250 ml volume) if within easy 

reach, otherwise with a bucket attached to a rope. Mosquito larvae and adults were 

frozen at – 80 °C, while awaiting analysis. 

 

2.2 Single insect DNA extractions 
Only adult and larval specimens that were frozen alive were used in order to provide the 

best starting material for DNA isolations. Two procedures were used. The standard 

method employs potassium acetate precipitation of protein  (Dellaporta, et al.1983) and 

provides a good yield of high quality DNA.  

 

For high throughput a protocol in use for mouse tail DNA extraction (Laird et al., 1991) 

was adapted to a mosquito DNA extraction. The amount of DNA yield depends on the 

quality of the lysis buffer (for breaking down cellular membranes), and the 

concentration of proteinase K (endolytic-protease for digestion of protein cellular 

components) (Sambrook & Russell, 2001). These had to be optimized experimentally 
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for mosquitoes. Therefore, different concentrations of proteinase K ( 4 to 10 µl /500 µl 

lysis buffer) were tested and 8 µl /500 µl lysis buffer chosen as optimal.  

The mouse tail protocol optimized on mosquitoes reduced the number of steps relative 

to the standard procedure; in particular there was no mosquito grinding. This allowed 

the use of 96 well 2.2 ml DNA storage plates (ABgene®) with adhesive seals, 96 well 

plate centrifuges and multi-channel electronic pipettes. 

 

When adult mosquitoes were analysed, a third approach was to use a leg from the insect 

placed directly in the PCR reaction mixture. The initial 95oC PCR step was prolonged 

by a minute to fracture the cell and nuclear membranes and release DNA, thereby 

eliminating the need for an extraction step. While this procedure is simple, removing 

and transferring single legs into each well was time consuming and more likely to give 

cross-contamination, since mosquito legs are brittle and subject to electrostatic charges.  

 

2.2.1 DNA extraction protocols. 

Standard DNA extraction protocol: 

1. An adult mosquito/or larvae is placed in 100 µl lysis buffer in a standard 1.7 ml 

eppendorf tube. 

2. Grind quickly the mosquito with a blue pestel. 

3. Wash any remaining mosquito debris left on the blue pestel with additional 100 

µl of lysis buffer 

4. Incubate for 15 minutes in a 68 °C water bath 

5. Transfer to ice and add 100 µl of ice-cold 3M potassium acetate. Leave for 15 

minutes and invert the tube occasionally 

6. Spin tube at 13 RPM for 5 minutes 

7. Transfer the supernatant to a fresh 1.7 ml eppendorf tube, discard the pellet 

8. Repeat step 7 

9. Add 600 µl of 100 % ethanol to the solution and leave for 1 hour at – 20 °C 

10. Spin tube at 13 RPM for 5 minutes  

11. Discard the supernatant  

12. Add 100 µl of  70 % ethanol and spin for  3 minutes 

13. Decant ethanol and repeat step 12 

14. Leave inverted tube to dry for at least 20 minutes 

15. Suspend nucleic acids in 50 µl of ddH20. 
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Lysis Buffer 

100 mM TrisHCL 

25 mM EDTA 

1 % SDS 

0.25 mM NaCl 

 

High through-put protocol: 

1. An adult mosquito/or larvae is placed in 500 µl lysis buffer in a standard 1.7 ml 

eppendorf tube 

2.  Add 8 µl proteinase K 

3. Incubate 6 hours to overnight in a 55  °C water bath 

4. Vortex tube vigorously 

5. Spin tube at 13 RPM for 10 minutes 

6. Add 500 µl of 100 % isopropanol (isopropyl-alcohol) 

7. Flick tubes until a DNA globule forms  

8. Centrifuge at 13 RPM for 10 minutes 

9. Wash the pellet with 70 % ethanol (ethyl-alcohol) by centrifuging at 13 RPM for 

5 minutes 

10. Air dry the pellet 

11. Add 50 µl of double distilled water 

 

Lysis Buffer 

100 mM TrisHCL 

5 mM EDTA 

0.2 % SDS 

200 mM NaCl 

 

Proteinase K 

20mg/ml 
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2.3 PCR identification of Cx. p. pipiens and Cx. p. molestus 
Identification of Cx. p. pipiens and Cx. p. molestus was performed by PCR. DNA 

fragments were amplified from within the diagnostic CQ11 microsatellite allele, using 

the species specific primers pipCQ11R and CQ11F2 for Cx. p. pipiens  (266 bp band) 

and molCQ11R and CQ11F2 for Cx. p. molestus (284 bp band) (Bahnck & Fonseca, 

2006). PCR products were separated on 2% agarose gel, stained with ethidium bromide 

and visualized under UV light. Control DNA corresponding to individuals known to be 

either Cx. p. pipiens and Cx. p. molestus were included in each run along with a 

negative control using double distilled sterile water instead of template. 

 

The Bahnck & Fonseca, (2006)  molecular identification was derived from an earlier 

analysis of microsatellite DNA polymorphism undertaken by Dr. Dina Fonseca of the 

Philadelphia Academy of Sciences (Fonseca et al., 2004). This was focused on Cx 

pipiens s.l. from the USA, but included our samples of both Cx. pipiens forms from 

Barking, East-London, UK . 

 

All PCR primer concentrations were slightly increased (refer to PCR protocol, section 

2.4) from that in the published protocol (Bahnck & Fonseca, 2006) in order to allow for 

variation within machinery. In addition, the single PCR reactions (refer to PCR 

protocol, section 2.4) were run in 96 well plate (ABgene® SuperPlate™  96 well PCR 

plate) in order to make the screening of high numbers of mosquitoes high-throughput, 

and avoid the time consuming disadvantages of single tubes, mentioned in section 2.2, 

for DNA extractions.  

 

At the time of this research study, the Bahnck & Fonseca, (2006)  molecular test for 

distinguishing Cx. p. molestus from Cx. p. pipiens was unpublished and the CQ11 

primers, supplied by Dr. Dina Fonseca, needed full evaluation for UK specimens (see 

appendix, chapter 2, tables A.2.1, A.2.2.). Since the two Cx. pipiens forms are 

morphologically identical, the only reliable way to distinguish Cx. p. pipiens from Cx. 

p. molestus was to use two behavioural characters: autogeny versus anautogeny and  

stenogamy (ability to mate in restricted and confined space) versus eurygamy (need of 

open space for mating) in 21 cm cubed cages (Vinogradova , 2000; Cranston et al., 

1987). 
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Autogeny was tested by placing a pot filled with water in cages of single families (from 

a single egg raft) or samples reared from field collections from larval breeding sites. 

The pots were made available in the cages for up to two weeks under normal rearing 

conditions without the provision of a blood meal. Autogenous females usually lay a 

typical half normal size egg raft within the first week. Mating was not tested for 

rigorously, but was observed under the same rearing conditions. Up to 12 individuals 

from each population or 3 insects from each family were screened by PCR in order to 

verify the consistency of Cx. pipiens s.l. behaviour with PCR identification. 

 

2.3.1 PCR reaction protocol (identification of both Cx. p. pipiens and 

Cx. p. molestus in a single reaction), modified from (Bahnck & 

Fonseca, 2006) 
 

2.3.1.1.The reagents in a single PCR reaction (total volume of 20 µl) were as 

follows: 

 

Forward : 0.2 µl molCQ11, 0.2 µl pipCQ11 

Reverse: 0.2 µl CQ11F2 

(concentration =10 mM) 

 

dNTP 

0.4 µl 

(concentration = 10mM)  

 

BSA 0.3 µl 

(concentration =10mg/ml in ddH20) 

 

Buffer 2 µl 

(concentration = 10x) 

 

Taq polymerase 0.2 µl 

(concentration = 5U/ µl) 
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MgCl2  1.6 µl 

(concentration = 25mM) 

 

ddH20 = to make up to a 20 µl total volume 

 

DNA :1 µl if from DNA extraction preparate or a leg if from adult mosquito 

When necessary Cx. p. pipiens or Cx. p. molestus were identified separately   by 

omitting the appropriate forward primer and adjusting the reaction volume accordingly 

with  ddH20.    

 

 

2.3.1.2 PCR program (Bahnck & Fonseca, 2006) 

 

Single PCR reactions were run in a PCR machine under the following program: 

 

94 °C/ 5 minutes 

 

40 cycles at  94 °C /30 sec; 55 °C /30 sec;72 °C /40 sec 

 

72 °C /5 minutes 

 

4 °C for long term storage 
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Chapter 3 

A Culex pipiens molestus infestation in the Beckton Sewage 

Treatment Works, East London. 

 

3.1 Summary 
A recent outbreak of mosquito biting nuisance in Barking, East London was the latest 

manifestation of a mosquito problem that over several decades has periodically afflicted 

variable locations within the Borough of Barking and Dagenham and its neighbor the 

Borough of Newham. The two boroughs surround the Becton Sewage Treatment Works 

(STW), which was investigated as a possible primary source of the problem. 

 

Culex pipiens s.l. was found breeding extensively within the STW and subsequently 

confirmed to be almost exclusively the human biting form Culex pipiens molestus.  The 

mosquitoes were present throughout the year despite the underground environment 

showed seasonal variation, with autumn producing a peak in larval abundance. These 

observations are consistent with a long established perennial habitat where biting 

overground in the late summer leads to an expansion of the population underground.  

 

Logistic regression analysis applied to a range of data collected on Cx. p. molestus 

larval habitats within the STW strongly suggested that temperature, season, water depth, 

and containers are important factors promoting infestation. Water rich in organic matter 

is typical of a Cx. p. molestus breeding site, but a limited qualitative assessment based 

on water appearance did not identify this as a primary risk factor. 

Larvae were just as likely to be found in substantial numbers in clear water and 

furthermore these could be in partially lit underground locations and cold winter 

temperatures.  

 

Overall, it appeared that comprehensive and fairly immediate maintenance would be 

needed to substantially reduce the infestation, including the repair of cracked walls that 

leak water, sewage pipe leakages and possibly an alternative design of drainage pump. 
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3.2 Introduction 
Members of the Culex pipiens complex are widely distributed and abundant in Britain. 

Cx. p. molestus in particular is often associated with cases of sporadic, but intense and 

localized, human biting outbreaks in Great Britain, causing a real nuisance to the people 

living within the afflicted area. 

 

The present study was undertaken because a mosquito biting nuisance was known to 

plague the residents of the Barking & Daghenham and Newham Boroughs in East 

London. We suspected that the biting nuisance was probably caused by Cx. p. molestus 

breeding in great numbers somewhere in this area. Therefore, it was important to a) 

discover whether Cx. p. molestus was responsible for the biting b) investigate whether 

these mosquitoes breed in large numbers somewhere within this area, and c) establish 

what are the primary environmental variables favouring its establishment.  

 

Since 1935 when it was first discovered by Marshall and Staley, Cx. p. molestus has 

often been recorded in the UK (Marshall, 1938; Cranston et al., 1987). In fact, the 

London Underground tube system has been a well-known permanent man-made habitat 

since at least the Second World War, when this mosquito was first reported as 

voraciously biting the people seeking shelter from bombing in 1940-41. Constant 

temperatures above 15 °C have since allowed the mosquito to maintain its life cycle 

throughout the whole year (Shute, 1949). 

 

There were two previous recorded outbreaks of a biting nuisance in East London in the 

same area as the present biting nuisance under investigation. The first occurred in 

Dagenham during the winter 1978/79 (White, & Chase, 1980) and the second in 

Beckton between 1992 and 1994 (Ramsdale and Snow, 1995). Both occurred in 

residential buildings, extended throughout the winter season and were caused by larval 

breeding sites located in basements under the afflicted houses. Clearly, Cx. p. molestus 

benefited from nutrient rich habitats near a source of human blood. In the case in 

Dagenham, sewage apparently provided the organic matter on which mosquito larvae 

were feeding. 

 

Another Cx. p. molestus biting nuisance occurred within and in the surroundings of the 

Mogden STW (West London). Both the Mogden and East London biting nuisances are 
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still occurring at the present time. The problem at Mogden has been known to be there 

since at least 1980 (Graham White, pers. comm.).  The scale of the problem under study 

is very similar. Cx. p. molestus breeding sites had been confirmed to occur within the 

Mogden STW and recently it was confirmed that it extended to industrial premises a 

few miles away throughout the winter. The authorities in charge of studying and / or 

controlling the problem believed that the mosquitoes were spread above ground during 

the summer months in residential areas/schools/allotments/ drains. However, this claim 

could not be confirmed by molecular identification (Ismay & Schulten, 2003,  2004a,  

2004b). 

 

A preliminary examination of the area under study, revealed the presence of the 

Beckton Sewage Treatment Works (STW), the largest site for sewage treatment in the 

UK, located in the London Borough of Newham and Barking&Daghenham. 

 

Consequently, it was possible to test the hypothesis that a) Cx. p. molestus is the 

mosquito species responsible for the biting nuisance in the area under study, b) Cx. p. 

molestus most likely breeds in the Beckton STW all year round and c) Cx. p. molestus 

spreads above ground during the summer, causing a biting nuisance in residential areas. 

The latter hypothesis will be examined in depth in Chapter 4. 

 

Vinogradova (1997) compiled a classification of Cx. p. pipiens larval habitats based on 

diverse studies from Russia, its neighbouring countries and the well known 

classification of Laird (Laird, 1988; Vinogradova, 1997). According to Vinogradova 

(2000), underground artificial water was the typical Cx. p. molestus habitat.  The 

Moscow Underground, similarly to the London Underground, is a classical subterranean 

example, providing an ideal breeding place in flooded cable trenches (Kon' et al., 1942). 

 

All examples reported from Russia and neighbouring countries described Cx. p. 

molestus breeding places as being situated, in the great majority of cases, below ground, 

usually where water was mixed with organic matter or subsoil, leading to various 

degrees of organic enrichment that often manifests itself in different degrees of 

infestation (Aksenova et al., 1973). Temperatures at which mosquitoes have been found 

range between 5 and 32 C, extending from northern latitudes such as those of St. 

Petersburg (Russia) (Vansulin, 1971) to warmer ones in northern Iraq (Mohsen & Al-

Saady, 1995a). However, among studies it has not always been specified by authors if 
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the ‘temperature’ refers to the environment or to the water, but is probably usually the 

latter. Some exceptional larval habitats were also reported. In one case Cx. p. molestus 

larvae were found breeding in soapy water in the basement of a bath house. Another 

remarkable example was reported in St. Petersburg were Cx. p. molestus larvae were 

found in a flower vase in a sixth-floor apartment, however without specifying the type 

of water (Vinogradova, 2000). Apart from the exceptional cases described, habitat 

information seems to be in agreement with the British data.  

 

Female mosquitoes use a combination of physical factors and chemical cues to locate 

suitable sites for oviposition. In the literature only scanty information is available on Cx. 

p. molestus larval and adult densities in diverse settlements. In basements, the larval 

distribution is very irregular depending largely on water quality, temperature, and many 

other factors. Larvae tend to crowd near the walls and beside some objects and density 

may vary in different parts of the same basement (Tadzhieva et al., 1980; Ostroushko, 

1989; Vinogradova, 2000;). 

 

Examples from Russia, relate larval density (per square metre) in basements flooded 

with sewage/tap water and subsoil water. Water with a higher content of organic matter 

seemed to have a higher density of larvae (Aksenova et al., 1973). Overall, it is clear 

that no study has assessed the role of habitat factors on natural populations of Cx. p. 

molestus and in particular of their larval habitat. In fact, it has been demonstrated in 

laboratory studies on Aedes aegypti that the response of gravid mosquitoes to various 

biotic and abiotic factors changes when gravid females are exposed to them 

simultaneously or on their own (Clements, 1999).  Therefore, it is important to consider 

more than one habitat factor when examining any mosquito species larval habitat. 

 

More specific information is available for Cx. p. quinquefasciatus (the tropical member 

of the Cx. pipiens complex) larval habitat types and response to specific factors and 

details will be mentioned along with the results of our analysis, although it is important 

to note that each mosquito species has its optimum abiotic and biotic characteristics that 

act as oviposition cues for gravid females and provide an ideal environment for the 

development of the immatures (Muturi et al., 2007). 

 

In addition, as with other Cx. p. molestus ecological and behavioural traits, information 

on Cx. p. pipiens larval habitat from Great Britain is limited to what was mentioned 
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above and is in need of update since it is at least 30 years old. During this time, the 

ecology and behaviour of British Cx. p. molestus may have changed, because of a 

warmer UK climate that may favour changes closer to those that we see in more 

southerly latitudes (e.g. less clear cut differences in behaviour compared with the 

pipiens biotype) (Hulme et al., 2002). Secondly, many accounts of the British Cx. p. 

molestus occurrences/outbreaks reported in the literature do not mention whether the 

trait of autogeny was ascertained or if it was verified, therefore suggesting that often the 

molestus biotype could have been confused with the pipens one. This is not the case 

with the present study, which has conducted behavioural assays in parallel with PCR 

molecular identification. 

 

The main objectives of this chapter were to identify environmental risk factors 

associated with presence/absence and/or high/low density of Cx. p. molestus larvae in 

natural larval habitat. 

 

Logistic regression analysis, already extensively used in the identification of Anopheles  

and Culex larval habitat risk factors in areas plagued by malaria (Sattler & Mtasiwa, 

2005; Mukhtar, & Ensink, 2006; Reiter & Lapointe 2007; Kirby et al., 2008), was 

applied to environmental variables qualitatively assessed and chosen on the basis of 

information present in earlier literature. Variables included, site environmental 

temperature, water appearance, water depth, illumination, site depth, container type 

amongst others. 
 

3.3 Material and Methods 

3.3.1.Cx. p. molestus breeding sites data collection 
Cx. p. molestus breeding sites were examined within the Beckton Sewage Treatment 

Works (STW) (East London, United Kingdom) and data were collected during the 

period 28th November 2003 to 8th August 2006. A total of 26 breeding sites were 

identified and a total of 96 measurements were taken during the sampling period. For 

unavoidable reasons (e.g. inaccessibility of sites on certain visits) it was not possible to 

collect measurements in each of the breeding sites on every visit. 

 

The criteria used to assess a potential site were established beforehand according to 

descriptions of Cx. p. molestus typical breeding sites in the literature (Marshall, 1938; 

Cranston et al., 1987). Mosquitoes from every breeding site were sampled over the 
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spring and summer months and screened later by PCR identification in order to confirm 

that larvae were Cx. p. molestus and not belonging to the Cx. p. pipiens biotype (section 

2.3). 
 

3.3.2 Data handling and Statistical Analyses 
Statistical analysis was carried out with STATA V(10). 

Each of the Cx. p. molestus breeding sites was described according to ten population or 

environmental variables and these were analysed in four steps. 

 

1) The baseline data were assembled to provide a first approximation of the prevalence 

of potential risk factors inside Beckton STW. Each variable was divided into categories 

to which values ranging from 1 to 4 were assigned along with their frequency 

distributions. 

 

2) The distribution of environmental variables was correlated to the presence or absence 

of larvae to look for specific trends. 

 

3) A logistic regression was applied to test correlations between environmental 

variables and presence or absence of larvae. A univariate analysis was applied to the 

data followed by a multivariate analysis in which each factor was adjusted to allow for 

possible confounding by other environmental variables. 

For the univariate analysis (unadjusted OR) and multivariate analysis (adjusted OR) the 

association between factors is expressed in Odd ratios (OR), 95% Confidence intervals 

(CI) and P values. P values for adjusted models are based on likelihood ratio tests 

comparing full models to those with the variable in question taken out. 

 

For the multivariate analysis (for both presence-absence and high-low density tables) a 

cut off value of p=0.1 was used as the sample size was small. 

 

4) Environmental variables were correlated to larval density and tested by logistic 

regression. Only values 1 and 2 were included in the analysis. Univariate analysis was 

applied to the data followed by a multivariate analysis in which each factor was 

adjusted for possible confounding by other environmental variables.  
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3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Cx. p. molestus in the Beckton STW  
A total of 26 Cx. p. molestus breeding sites were identified. These were found within 

the specific areas labelled A to G shown in Fig. 3.1 and listed as individual sites in 

Table 3.1. Larvae were found all year round, but infestation of individual breeding sites 

varied despite the continued presence of water and/or water and visible organic matter, 

and sites did dry out periodically. Only area A (the Returned Sludge Pumping Station, 

Fig. 3.1) was found infested on every visit, regardless of season.  
 

3.4.2 Description of Cx. p. molestus breeding sites  
Returned Sludge Pumping Station (Sites no. 1-13) 

The Returned Sludge Pumping Station is situated about 10 metres underground (Fig. 

3.2). A sump under a staircase and a corridor of about 30 metres length and about 3 

metres wide were regularly flooded and drained and completely dark. The main area 

consists of a gallery about 400 metres in length and 8 metres wide. Parts of it were in 

complete darkness, other areas were partially illuminated either through glass grates that 

would allow daylight to penetrate or by neon lighting. Breeding sites were found 

associated with two sumps (up to 1.5 m2 in area and 1.5 m deep) that collect spillage 

water from a drainage pump and flooded drains covered by grates (sites no. 3-4) of 

about 0.4 m diameter and puddles of various dimensions.  

 

On the sides of the walking floor, there were concrete boxes containing pipes (sites no. 

6 to 9) while another site had no pipes (up to 1 m wide and 0.5 m deep). These often 

collected rain water. On some occasions the flooding was so severe that the whole 

walking corridor of the gallery was under water (up to 2 metres). The environmental 

temperature was warm because of the presence of pipes that blew warm air; sewage 

would percolate into the whole site through cracks in the walls when there was an 

overflow of the ASP tanks (tanks processing sewage), which were located immediately 

above at ground level. Rain could also collect there from above ground through cracks 

in the walls. 

 

Old Engine Room (site no. 14) 

This was an underground pool filled with drainage water that appeared clear at first. The 

level fluctuated with the tide of the River Thames. The room containing the pool (up to 
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3 metres deep and about 5 m2 in area) was at ground level (Fig. 3.4), with the entrance 

door kept open and windows that provided light and an outdoor ambient temperature 

(Fig. 3.3). The place was abandoned and no heating pipes were present. 

 

Old gas plant control room (site no. 15)  

The breeding site was located in the basement of the gas old control room at about 3 

metres underground. It was accessed by lifting a grate in the floor (Fig. 3.5). It was not 

possible to verify the pool extension from the sampling area, but it was believed to be 

about 25 m2 in surface area. The basement was regularly flooded with rain; sludge was 

spilled from pipes and electric cables warmed the basement. 

 

Flame stack1 to 4 (sites no. 16 to 19) 

These were not in use. They were large circular tanks (shaped like a balloon and of a 

diameter of about 8 metres) with an exit pipe communicating with the outside and about 

10 metres above ground level (Fig. 3.6). These four tanks were arranged in a series at 

about 5 metres from each other. The pipes were uncovered and rain could fill their 

bases. These sites were at outdoor ambient temperatures and hosted a large number of 

pigeons. 

 

Air Lift Houses 1 to 4 (sites no. 20 to 23) 

The Air Lift houses were located in tandem with a 5 metre gap between them (Fig. 3.7).  

A staircase, from ground level led to a pool about 7 m underground, about 7 m2 in 

surface area and up to 1 m deep, which was the result of flooding by rain and/ or rain 

and sludge. A drainage pump that needed to be kept under water at all times was present 

(Fig. 3.8). The environment was not heated by pipes and was therefore always cold. 

 

Incinerator pumping station (site no. 24) 

The pool consisted of 2 long corridors (about 50 m length and 3 m wide) 

communicating to the outside at their end so that rain water (up to 3 cm) could 

accumulate. Sludge was sometimes present in the water and it came from leaking pipes. 

The corridor was slightly warmed by pipes.  

 

Chamber in the grass, adjacent to PSP de-sludge pumping station no. 12 (site no. 25). 

This site consisted of a pool communicating to the outdoor through a chamber. 

Rainwater with or without ground/grit could enter this site. This was accessed at ground 
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level by a grate of 2 m2, but the whole site was flooded up to 4 m deep with a surface 

area of 10 m2 and was situated just below ground. Sources of heating could not be 

ascertained and their presence was considered rather unlikely by the on-site operational 

workers; in addition the water always felt very cold. 

 

PST De-sludge pumping station (site no. 26) 

This was a pool situated about 6.5 m underground. Its shape was circular filled with rain 

water and very dark sludge. The total pool surface area was about 18 m2 and the depth 

of water was about 0.5 m. The sludge present in the water came from leaks of the above 

mentioned pipes. Pipes warmed the environment. 
 

3.4.3 Environmental and population variables 
The frequency distribution of environmental and breeding site variables is summarized 

in Table 3.2.  

 

Over half of a total of 864 visits made to likely breeding sites were positive for larvae, 

with nearly a third being high density.  

 

The sites were all indoors, or at least enclosed within an artificial structure, but over a 

third of these were close to ground level and the rest underground.  Slightly less than 

half were in complete darkness and two thirds were in warm environmental conditions. 

 

The pools were nearly always deep with a large surface area, with about half contained 

and the other half spread over the ground, or floor. Most were attributable to rain and 

the water was found to be relatively clear twice as often as it was found with sludge. 

 

These variables were examined in relation to the presence or absence of larvae (Table 

3.3). The absence of larvae did not correlate to temperature, whereas on almost all 

occasions the presence of larvae coincided with a warm environment.  

 

Positive breeding sites were rarely shallow or with a small surface area. Water quality 

appeared to be less important, but where larvae were found the pools were usually 

primarily due to rainwater.  
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Illumination also appeared to be of less significance, since low density larval sites were 

more often found in the dark, whereas high density sites were found more often where 

there was at least some light.  

 

A comparison of sites where the water was contained with sites where the water could 

spread unrestricted favoured the former overall. 

 

Overall most positive breeding sites were found in the autumn. 

 

The above observations were tested for statistical significance and to identify the 

primary risk factors. 

 

3.4.3 Logistic regression analysis (Table 3.4, Table 3.5)  
Warm environments were 6.8 times more likely than cold to favour the presence of 

larvae. In the multivariate model the factor increases to 40.7 times.  

 

The proportion breeding sites that were shallow was small, but these were slightly more 

likely to be infested than deeper water. Surface area was less important and not 

significant in the multivariate model. Similarly, the multivariate analysis did not 

produce a significant result for the position of the breeding site, whether underground or 

close to ground level, or for the nature of the water, whether clear in appearance or 

containing sludge. 

 

Illumination did not contribute significantly to the presence of larvae and the origin of 

the pools, whether from rain, groundwater or leaking pipes also had no significant 

influence. 

 

Overall contained sites formed within concrete pipe boxes, boxes or drains, were 

slightly more likely to be infested than not, relative to concrete tanks and open pools.  

 

Breeding sites were 8.7 times more likely to be found positive in the autumn than 

spring, rising to a factor 32.1 in the multivariate model. The other seasons were of little 

or no significance.  
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Most of the variables made very little difference to the larval density, particularly when 

subjected to the multivariate analysis. 

 

The sites found above or just below ground level were 18.35 times more likely to favour 

high larval density than underground sites, but this was based on a small sample size, 

which meant it was not possible to estimate the adjusted OR. 

 

3.5 Discussion  
At the end of the analysis the two variables that stood out as major risk factors were a 

warm environment and the seasonal changes that produce a peak in autumn. Shallow 

water and pools contained in concrete boxes and drains were significant risk factors, but 

clearly less important.  No independent predictor of larval density was found.  

 

That a warm temperature should be a primary abiotic factor in favouring Cx. p. molestus 

breeding was expected (Cranston et al., 1987, Vinogradova 2000), but it is important to 

note that exceptions were found. 

 

On the other hand the significance of shallow water appears to disagree with previous 

studies.  Laboratory experiments on an Australian strain of Cx. p. molestus found no 

preference for oviposition at different water depths and a similar study on other Culex 

species found that deeper water depth resulted in more oviposition (Dhileepan, 1997; 

Lester & Pike, 2003).  

 

However, the results recorded here may reflect the limitation of a study based on 

collections made on separate sessions over two years, rather than daily. Shallow water 

sites are more likely to dry up and many were open puddles so the water could also 

drain away more easily than contained sites. These sites would therefore be more 

dynamic than deep pools and so a more continuous survey might have produced quite 

different results. 

 

Containers will tend to retain water after flooding, or accumulate water from leaks, so 

even if shallow the site is more likely to be long lasting, which may explain why the 

small contained sites as opposed to the large concrete tanks were more likely to be 

positive.  
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In addition, concrete pipe boxes and drain grates offered more numerous surfaces where 

mosquito larvae (e.g. not only at the edges as in the case of corridors and basements) 

could aggregate.  A container with more surfaces is also likely to trap more nutrients.  

 

In contrast the concrete tanks were not favoured, but these were all located outdoors 

(such as sites no. 16-19) and therefore subject to seasonal temperature fluctuations.  

 

The analysis of seasonal variation identified autumn as a very strong independent factor 

for predicting larval presence with a substantially reduced likelihood in winter and 

spring. In the course of field sampling it was observed that larval density decreased 

dramatically after the first winter frosts in both years under study. This was not 

surprising as a substantial number of the underground sites were not designed to be kept 

artificially warm. 

 

Despite the higher temperatures during summer Cx. p molestus had not yet reached its 

maximum spread from primary sites such as the Returned Sludge Pumping Station. The 

above ground sites were completely infested by Cx.  p. pipiens or a mixture of both 

forms (as confirmed by the PCR identification). Therefore, it is possible that the rate of 

Cx. p. molestus infestation is limited by competition with Cx. p. pipiens. At the end of 

summer Cx. p pipiens decreases dramatically and Cx. p. molestus can then increase its 

area of distribution and abundance. 

 

Laboratory studies on competition between Cx. quinquefasciatus and Cx. p molestus 

collected from areas where the two coexist, concluded that Cx. quinquefasciatus was the 

more effective competitor (Mohsen & Al-Saady, 1995 (a)). Cx p pipiens is likely to be 

better adapted to above ground habitats than Cx p.molestus and therefore should be the 

more successful competitor. 

 

Water appearance was not found to be an independent factor favouring larval 

infestation. On the other hand the majority of uninfested sites were found in clear water, 

which was consistent with expectations based on previous studies of British (Cranston 

et al., 1987) and Russian (Aksenova et al., 1973) Cx. p. molestus populations, where a 

significantly higher larval density was found in water and sewage than in water with 

subsoil.   
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In the present study the water was not analyzed to quantify organic matter or to 

determine its physicochemical properties, which would have produced further 

subdivision of the clear water category and with sufficient detail would very probably 

have identified significant factors. A neutral pH and increased amounts of chlorides and 

KMnO4 are examples of factors reported to promote Culicine infestation (Kamura 

1959; Sattler et al., 2005), However, this type of in depth analysis was beyond the scope 

of the present study and so the soundest finding is the observation that the presence of 

sludge does not significantly deter or promote larval rearing, which in the STW is 

important. 

 

A tolerance for a wide range of polluted sites is a feature of culicines and even 

anopheline larvae, known for breeding only in clean and clear water (Bates, 1949), were 

found to breed in substantial numbers in organically and chemically polluted waters in 

urban settings in Tanzania, highlighting the ability for mosquitoes to adapt to man-made 

environments (Sattler et al., 2005). 

 

In Europe, Cx. p molestus at Northern latitudes is normally found in underground man-

made habitats, whereas in the southern Mediterranean it can be found above ground  

(Nudelman et al., 1988; Gad et al., 1995; Byrne & Nichols, 1999; Vinogradova, 2000). 

The difference is obviously associated with temperature, but as a consequence have 

northern Cx. p molestus developed a specific preference for underground locations? As 

the breeding sites in the STW were all enclosed, yet variable with regard to temperature 

and illumination, the importance of location relative to ground level could be assessed 

and was found to be not significant. Therefore the tendency to be found in underground 

locations will have more to do with seeking a warm undisturbed overwintering location 

and the fact that a site is ground level will not be an independent deterrent.   

 

Illumination is normally regarded as an important variable for mosquitoes (Clements, 

1999), but was not found to be a significant independent factor in determining larval 

breeding sites in this study.  

This finding is in agreement with experiments that showed that Cx. quinquefasciatus 

oviposition does not vary if the darkness/brightness of the environment is changed. In 

additional support it was demonstrated that Cx. p. molestus in the laboratory can be 

reared equally well at different light/dark ratios at 25 °C (Vinogradova, 2000).  
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As suggested by Clements (1999), it seems more likely that a contrast with the 

surrounding background would attract the ovipositing females to the site. In fact, black 

spots with lighter background seem to be more attractive to Cx. p. pipiens and 

Anopheles species (Clements, 1999). 

 

Therefore, a possible explanation is that Cx. p. molestus females enter a building 

containing a potential breeding site because of the dark contrast of the entrance 

(generally a open door/hole/grate in the Beckton STW) against its lighter surroundings. 

However, when the females are inside the building other important cues, such as 

chemicals emanating from the water of the potential breeding site or its temperature 

become more important (Clements, 1999). 

 

To assess this in more detail some trial experiments were initiated using skatole (3-

methylindole), but abandoned due to the lack of encouraging results. Skatole is the main 

cue found in organic matter such as animal faeces thought to influence ovipositing 

behaviour (Millar et al., 1992). The experiment involved placing artificial oviposition 

sites containing different concentrations of skatole at different levels underground in the 

RSPS. The numbers of egg rafts obtained were very low irrespective of skatole 

concentration, so more extensive and in depth experiments are required than there was 

time for in this study.  

 

From a control perspective knowledge of water origin is needed to prevent the creation 

of breeding sites. It was also important to know if certain water sources were more 

likely to produce positive breeding sites, but this proved not to be the case.  

 

Most of the actual or potential breeding sites were due to rainwater accumulating 

underground through cracks in the walls and cable pipes, or through uncovered 

openings such as those found in the Flame stacks and the site adjacent to the PSP de-

sludge pumping station. 
 

3.5.1 Conclusions 
The hypothesis that Cx. p. molestus breeds extensively within the Beckton STW was 

confirmed. Its infestation appeared to be dynamic, as infestations could be present or 

absent at each site on different visits. Despite this, the Returned Sludge pumping station 

(Area A, Fig. 3.1) was found to be infested all year and it is a perennial site where Cx. 
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p. molestus breeds. In fact, area A presents what may regarded as a typical Cx. p. 

molestus breeding site, where conditions of warm temperature, regular flooding, 

richness of nutrients, are constant all year round.  

 

Cx. p. molestus was most abundant in autumn, probably after summer competition with 

Cx. p. pipiens has declined and before the first winter frosts have taken place. This 

finding is in agreement with the fact that in late August and during September, the 

number of adult Cx. p. molestus biting humans in houses in the Barking area seems to 

increase (Chapter 5). 

 

Logistic regression analysis indicated that temperature is also an important risk factor 

and that water depth and containers have an influence, whereas all of the other variables 

were of little or no significance individually, or in combination. 

 

The conclusion that location of larval breeding site underground and illumination are 

not risk factors, emphasises the importance of warm environments, but a tendency to 

enter an artificial enclosure may also be important, which is supported by difficulties in 

finding overground breeding sites even in the summer (Chapter 4). 

 

The apparent insignificance of water quality may reflect a lack of fastidiousness by Cx. 

p. molestus in its selection for oviposition sites and a capacity to breed in substantial 

numbers in atypical sites. It certainly appears to be the case that the presence of sludge 

was of little consequence.  

 

A plausible interpretation is that the analysis was too superficial and that important 

differences in positive and negative sites were overlooked, but it is important to note 

that the data contained positive breeding sites that may regarded as exceptional, which 

would reduce the significance of the more common factors. These sites were found with 

larvae in them even when a seemingly more suitable site was vacant nearby.   

 

For example site 14 in the Old Engine Room contained substantial numbers of larvae in 

clear water, partial light, underground, but at cold winter temperatures with a water 

level that fluctuated with the Thames tide. The ground level sites (16-19 and 25) were 

more exceptional again clear water, but well-lit places and particularly cold in the 
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winter. Site no. 25 was found infested on numerous visits, even after the first winter 

frosts and therefore cannot be considered a transitory, one off occurrence. 

 

Earlier descriptions of British Cx. p. molestus habitats, indicate that it can occasionally 

be found above ground in well-lit sites. This has been interpreted in the past as an 

accidental occurrence, in which the gravid female has failed to find a suitable sheltered 

and darkened collection of water in which to oviposit (Marshall, 1938; Cranston et al., 

1987; Graham White, personal communication). On the other hand laboratory studies 

undertaken by Jobling, (1938) on English autogenous Cx. pipiens found that water 

temperatures below 12.5 °C did not allow larval development of any stage. 

 

The analysis was also limited by some small sample sizes and co-dependence of certain 

variables. For example the presence of pigeons can be a feature of the ground and 

slightly below ground level sites. The Flame Stack sites (16-19) had in fact become 

pigeon roosts. Cx. p. molestus will take blood meals from pigeons (Chapter 5) and so 

the less than ideal larval breeding sites may have been occupied, because of the 

proximity of a suitable host. This is supported by the observation that site 17 hosted the 

greatest number of pigeons and the most frequent mosquito infestations, despite the 

close proximity and similarity of sites 16, 18 and 19. 

 

The Air lift houses provided another example where seemingly identical sites repeatedly 

produced different results, but this time without an obvious explanation. One 

explanation is that there may be a degree of randomness about initial infestations, but 

once established a positive site is preferred over a vacant one. 

 

This study clearly demonstrates plasticity in Cx. p. molestus behaviour with regard to 

choice of breeding sites and its capacity to develop in a range of larval habitats, but it is 

also clear that there is now a need to focus on certain environmental variables, most 

notably water quality, in order to produce a more detailed rank order list of risk factors. 

  

This is the first study on British Cx. p. molestus and Cx.  p. pipiens in which molecular 

identification has been used to ensure that the data relate exclusively to Cx. p. molestus, 

so this is one factor that cannot be invoked to explain ambiguity in the findings. It is 

also important in other respects. For example overground larval breeding sites are a 

contentious issue, past studies suggest they are rare, but that could be attributable to 
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difficulties in identification and does not exclude the possibility that underground 

breeding is simply an overwintering strategy. The data here show that breeding in 

enclosed environments is continuous throughout the year and if anything expands in 

warmer months. Furthermore, when we know that Cx. p. molestus is biting above 

ground the underground breeding population is expanding shortly afterwards.  

 

From a control perspective the study demonstrates that Beckton STW is providing a 

range of suitable habitats that together contribute to continuous all year breeding of a 

substantial population of a human biting mosquito. The data are consistent with the 

view that the population receives a boost in the autumn from overground biting in the 

surrounding residential areas, which an independent study indicates is prevalent in late 

summer early autumn (Curtotti and Malcolm unpublished). The larval breeding sites are 

mostly present because of rainwater, which could be reduced substantially by repairs of 

cracked walls and cable pipes. Priority should be given to the removal of standing water 

in warm environments, since this is the single most important factor promoting 

mosquito occupation, but contained water, and/or shallow water are also risk factors. 

Unfortunately, it appears that comprehensive control will only be obtained if all 

standing water sites are targeted. 
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Fig. 3. 1  Plant of the Beckton STW (East-London) visited between 2003 and 2006. Highlighted in red are areas (from A to H) within which Cx. p. molestus breeding sites were 

individuated (for further site descriptions see Table 3.1). 
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Area* Site no. Breeding site full name

A 1 Returned sludge pumping station, staircase
A 2 Returned sludge pumping station, corridor next to staircase

A 3 Returned sludge pumping station, gallery sump 1

A 4 Returned sludge pumping station, gallery sump 2

A 5 Returned sludge pumping station, gallery drains covered by a grate

A 6 Returned sludge pumping station, gallery  box pipes 1

A 7 Returned sludge pumping station, gallery  box pipes 2

A 8 Returned sludge pumping station, gallery  box pipes 3

A 9 Returned sludge pumping station, gallery  box pipes 4

A 10 Returned sludge pumping station, gallery grate next to sump 2

A 11 Returned sludge pumping station, gallery puddles

A 12 Returned sludge pumping station, gallery whole corridor

A 13 Returned sludge pumping station, gallery case under pipe

B 14 Old engine room

C 15 Gas plant old control room

D 16 Flame stake 1

D 17 Flame stake 2

D 18 Flame stake 3

D 19 Flame stake 4

E 20 Air lift house 1

E 21 Air lift house 2

E 22 Air lift house 3

E 23 Air lift house 4

F 24 Incinerator pumping station

G 25 Chamber in the grass, adjacent to PSP desludge pumping station no.12

H 26 PST Desludge pumping station 

 Cx. p. molestus  breeding sites, Beckton Sewage Treatment Works

*Area under which a Cx. p. molestus  was found breeding. This is shown in picture 1.  
Table 3. 1 List of Cx. p. molestus breeding sites identified in the Beckton STW (East-London). Refer to Fig. 3.1 in order to individuate the breeding 

sites (grouped in areas from A to H) within the Beckton.STW.
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Fig. 3. 2 Returned Sludge Pumping Station, staircase, (site 1, table 3.1). The breeding site shown consists 

of a sump located behind the staircase.
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Fig. 3. 3 Outdoor view of the Old engine room (Site 14, table 3.1). The entrance door (shown) and 

windows (not shown) kept open provided a light and outdoor ambient temperature 
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Fig. 3. 4  Old Engine Room (site 14, table 3.1) breeding site at moment of low tide. The breeding site was 

filled with drainage water, the level of which fluctuated with the tide of River Thames.  
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Fig. 3. 5  Old Gas Plant Control Room (site 15, table 3.1). The breeding sites, located about 3 meters 

underground, was accessed by lifting a grate (shown) in the floor. 
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Fig. 3. 6 Flame Stack no.1 (site 16, table 3.1). This site consisted of a large circular tank (shaped like a 

balloon and of a diameter of about 8 meters) with an exit pipe (shown) communicating with the outside 

and about 10 meters above ground level. Four of these sites (not shown) were present and arranged in a 

series at about 5 meters from each other. 
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Fig. 3. 7 Outdoor view of the Air Lift House no 1 (Site 20-23, table 3.1). Four of these buildings placed in 

a series and about 5 meters apart were present.  

 

 
Fig. 3. 8  Air Lift House no.1 breeding site (Site 20-23, table 3.1). The site consisted of a pool about 7 

m underground flooded with rain and/ or rain and sludge. A drainage pump (white pipe next to the 

operator) needed to be kept under water at all times was present B
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Variable Category Details Code No. (%)

Larval density (*) 0 no larvae present 0 369(42.71)

low-medium 1-500 larvae / 0.5 m 2 1 225(26.04)

high above 500 larvae / 0.5 m 2 2 270(31.25)

Temperature Cold ! 12 °C 1 30(31.25)

Warm > 12 °C 2 66(68.75)

Water depth Shallow ! 5cm 1 14(14.58)

Medium and high 5cm to > 4m 2 82(85.42)

Water surface (*) Small ! 0.5m 2 1 7(7.29)

Medium-large > 0.5m 2 2 89(92.71)

Site depth (*) Underground " 8m below ground 1 60(62.5)

Above/just below ground ! 4m below ground 2 36(37.5)

Water appearance (*)Water and sludge 1 32(33.33)

Water and ground/grit and clear 2 64(66.67)

Illumination Dark 1 40(41.67)

Partial light and light 2 56(58.33)

Container Concrete pipe box/box/drain 1 29(30.21)

Concrete basement/corridor/floor 2 38(39.58)

Concrete tank 3 29(30.21)

Water origin Rain 1 89(92.71)

Groundwater 2 4(4.17)

Leaking pipes etc 3 3(3.13)

Season Spring 1 35(36.46)

Summer 2 12(12.5)

Autumn 3 25(26.04)

Winter 4 24(25)

Water surface = the dimension of the breeding site in terms of water surface of the visible 

area/known area of a breeding site.  Site depth = depth where a breeding site was found. 

Water appearance = visual appearance of the water where the larvae were found breeding. 

(*) Larval density = number of mosquito larvae/pupae present in a breeding site. 

 

Table 3. 2 Frequency distribution of larval density and potential risk factors (and their subcategories) 

used in the risk factor analysis.  
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Variable Category Code

0 larvae 1-500 larvae > 500 larvae

Temperature Cold 1 22(53.66) 2(8.00) 6(20.00)

Warm 2 19(46.34) 23(92.00) 24(80.00)

Water depth Shallow 1 2(4.88) 8(32.00) 4(13.33)

Medium and high 2 39(95.12) 17(68.00) 26(86.67)

Water surface Small 1 1(2.44) 3(12.00) 3(10.00)

Medium-large 2 40(97.56) 22(88.00) 27(90.00)

Site depth Underground 1 19(46.34) 24(96.00) 17(56.67)

Above/just below ground 2 22(53.66) 1(4.00) 13(43.33)

Water appearance Water and sludge 1 6(14.63) 15(60.00) 11(36.67)

Water and ground/grit and clear 2 35(85.37) 10(40.00) 19(63.33)

Illumination Dark 1 17(41.46) 16(64.00) 7(23.33)

Partial light and light 2 24(58.54) 9(36.00) 23(76.67)

Container Concrete pipe box/box/drain 1 5(12.20) 9(36.00) 15(50.00)

Concrete basement/corridor/floor 2 17(41.46) 15(60.00) 6(20.00)

Concrete tank 3 19(46.34) 1(4.00) 9(30.00)

Water origin Rain 1 38(92.68) 22(88.00) 29(96.67)

Groundwater 2 2(4.88) 1(4.00) 1(3.33)

Leaking pipes etc 3 1(2.44) 2(8.00) 0(0.00)

Season Spring 1 19(46.34) 8(32.00) 8(26.67)

Summer 2 2(4.88) 3(12.00) 7(23.33)

Autumn 3 3(7.32) 10(40.00) 12(40.00)

Winter 4 17(41.46) 4(16.00) 3(10.00)

No. (%)

Table 3. 3  Distribution of risk factors according to presence or absence of larvae 
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Variable Category Code Unadjusted OR 

(95% CI)

p-value Adjusted OR 

(95% CI)

p-value

Larvae absent Larvae present

Temperature Cold 1 22 (73.33) 8 (26.67) 1 <0.0001 1 0.006

Warm 2 19 (26.67) 47 (71.21) 6.8 (2.58-17.92) 40.7 (1.69 - 980)

Water depth Shallow 1 2 (14.29) 12 (85.71) 1 0.014 1 0.013

Medium and high 2 39 (47.56) 43 (52.44) 0.18 (0.039-0.87) 0.06 (0.005 - 0.71)

Water surface Small 1 1 (14.29) 6 (85.71) 1 0.093 1 0.81

Medium-large 2 40 (44.94) 49 (55.06) 0.20 (0.02-1.77) 1.43 (0.08 - 26.9)

Site depth Underground 1 19 (31.67) 41 (68.33) 1 0.005 1 0.17

Above/just below ground 2 22 (61.11) 14 (38.89) 0.29 (0.12-0.70) 0.14 (0.01 - 2.69)

Water appearance Water and sludge 1 6 (18.75) 26 (81.25) 1 0.0005 1 0.5

Water and ground/grit and clear 2 35 (54.69) 29 (45.31) 0.19 (0.07-0.528) 0.54 (0.09 - 3.24)

Illumination Dark 1 17 (42.50) 23 (57.50) 1 0.97

Partial light and light 2 24 (42.86) 32 (57.14) 0.99 (0.43-2.24)

Container Concrete pipe box/box/drain 1 5 (17.24) 24 (82.76) 1 0.0006 1 0.01

Concrete basement/corridor/floor 2 17 (44.74) 21 (55.26) 0.26 (0.08-0.82) 0.03 (0.003 - 0.45)

Concrete tank 3 19 (65.52) 10 (34.48) 0.11 (0.03-0.38) 4.01 (0.12 - 137.0)

Water origin Rain 1 38 (42.70) 51 (57.30) 1 0.91

Groundwater 2 2 (50.00) 2 (50.00) 0.74 (0.10-5.53)

Leaking pipes etc 3 1 (33.33) 2 (66.67) 1.49 (0.13-14.04)

Season Spring 1 19 (54.29) 16 (45.71) 1 <0.0001 1 0.0004

Summer 2 2 (16.67) 10 (83.33) 5.94 (1.13-31.15) 7.23 (0.71 - 73.6)

Autumn 3 3 (12.00) 22 (88.00) 8.7 (2.19-34.53) 32.14 (4.37 -  236.3)

Winter 4 17 (70.83) 7 (29.17) 0.49 (0.16-1.47) 2.13 (0.41 - 11.15)

Number (%)

Table 3. 4  Results of logistic regression analysis of the risk factors associated with the presence or absence of larvae  
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Variable Category Code Unadjusted OR 

(95% CI)

p-value Adjusted OR 

(95% CI)

p-value

Low density High density

Temperature Cold 1 2 (25.00) 6 (75.00) 1 0.2 - -

Warm 2 23 (48.94) 24 (51.06) 0.35 (0.064 - 1.90) -

Water depth Shallow 1 8 (66.67) 4 (33.33) 1 0.09 1 0.812

Medium and high 2 17 (39.53) 26 (60.47) 3.06 (0.79 - 11.76) 0.81 (0.14 - 4.75)

Water surface Small 1 3 (50.00) 3 (50.00) 1 0.81 - -

Medium-large 2 22 (44.90) 27 (55.10) 1.23 (0.22 - 6.69) -

Site depth Underground 1 24 (58.54) 17 (41.46) 1 0.0003 1

Above/just below ground 2 1 (7.14) 13 (92.86) 18.35 (2.19 - 153.91) - -

Water appearance Water and sludge 1 15 (57.69) 11 (42.31) 1 0.083 1 0.28

Water and ground/grit and clear 2 10 (34.48) 19 (65.52) 2.59 (0.87 - 7.72) 1.08 (0.25 - 4.65)

Illumination Dark 1 16 (69.57) 7 (30.43) 1 0.002 1 0.256

Partial light and light 2 9 (28.12) 23 (71.88) 5.84 (1.80 - 18.93) 2.27 (0.54 - 9.46)

Container Concrete pipe box/box/drain 1 9 (37.50) 15 (62.5) 1 0.002 1 0.139

Concrete basement/corridor/floor 2 15 (71.43) 6 (28.57) 0.24 (0.068 - 0.84) 0.37 (0.07 - 1.89)

Concrete tank 3 1 (10.00) 9 (90.00) 5.4 (0.58 - 49.97) -

Water origin Rain 1 22 (43.14) 29 (56.86) 1 0.85 - -

Groundwater 2 1 (50.00) 1 (50.00) 0.76 (0.045 - 12.81) -

Leaking pipes etc 3 2 (100.00) 0 (0.00) -

Season Spring 1 8 (50.00) 8 (50.00) 1 0.68 - -

Summer 2 3 (30.00) 7 (70.00) 2.33 (0.44 - 12.40) -

Autumn 3 10 (45.45) 12 (54.55) 1.2 (0.33 - 4.36) -

Winter 4 4 (57.14) 3 (42.86) 0.75 (0.13 - 4.49) -

Number (%)

Table 3. 5 Results of logistic regression analysis of the risk factors associated with the presence of low and high density of larvae
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Chapter 4 

Cx. p. molestus dispersal in the area surrounding of the 

Beckton Sewage Treatment works  

 

4.1 Summary 
In order to gather information about Cx. p. molestus dispersal, the area surrounding the 

Beckton STW (1.5 km radius) was extensively searched for Cx. p. molestus infestation. 

No Cx. p. molestus above ground breeding sites were found despite intensive and 

extensive investigation which included trap collections over two summers, a survey of 

natural breeding sites (random collections and drain system) and winter visits of 

industrial premises. 

 

In addition, data regarding mosquito bite complaints in the boroughs of Barking & 

Daghenham and Newham were analyzed versus data of wind speed and direction, and 

showed no positive significant relationship correlation.  

 

Therefore, it is concluded that, with the current data, it is impossible to confirm whether 

Cx. p. molestus is aided by the wind in its dispersal from the Beckton Sewage Treatment 

Works or it takes advantage of the boundary layer where wind velocities do not exceed 

its flying capabilities. On the basis of existing literature and our results it was 

hypothesized that Cx. p. molestus could actively move from and towards the Beckton 

STW to obtain its blood meals. 

 

4.2 Introduction 
This research study demonstrated in Chapter 3 that Cx. p. molestus was found breeding 

extensively within the Beckton STW throughout the year. It was therefore concluded 

that the Beckton STW are a main source of the mosquito biting nuisance affecting 

residents in the area of Barking (East London) and its surrounding (1.5 km radius). 
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Habitat characteristics of natural Cx. p. molestus breeding sites were examined 

previously in Chapter 3. The results showed that while Cx. p. molestus breeds 

extensively, as expected, in warm dark underground sites in waters rich of organic 

matter, mosquitoes can also occasionally be found at the other extreme of the spectrum, 

breeding in high numbers in cold partially-lit above ground sites containing clear 

waters.  Therefore, the conclusion was that Cx. p. molestus exhibits a certain amount of 

habitat plasticity and peculiarity, probably more than it was previously known and /or 

even realised. 

 

This chapter deals with the results from a further survey within the surrounding area 

around Beckton STW. The area affected by the biting nuisance extends at least 1.5 km 

radius further out of the Beckton STW. The hypothesis was that during the summer 

months Cx. p. molestus is able to establish additional breeding sites progressively 

outwards of the Beckton STW near residential areas, and mainly aided by the wind.  

In support, three earlier studies: Shute (1933,1949) and Marshall (1934) recorded 

relevant examples of infestations where Cx. p. molestus breeding sites were nearby to 

the place of the adult biting nuisance. For example, Shute (1949) reported more than a 

100 houses infested with biting adults over a period of two weeks during the month of 

August in North London. The likely Cx. p. molestus breeding site was an underground 

air raid shelter found within a few hundred yards from the infested houses. Only Cx. p. 

pipiens was found breeding above ground (Shute, 1949). In addition in another locality 

in Hull Shute (1933), recorded bedrooms infested with over 50 blood fed adults. Cx. p. 

molestus larvae were found in a ditch three hundred yards from these houses (Shute, 

1933). Another record from the same location in Hull made by Marshall (1934), 

reported that mosquito larvae were collected from a ground pool of stagnating water in 

cavities within a rubbish dump near the infested house. Later the larvae were confirmed 

to be a mixture of Cx. p. pipiens and molestus ) (Cranston et al., 1987; Marshall, 1934) 

These examples are just a few that demonstrate that Culex p. molestus adults are seldom 

encountered far from their larval breeding sites if they can find a blood meal nearby 

(Vinogradova, 2000; Cranston et al., 1987), although it is thought that some dispersal 

may take place during the summer period (Cranston et al., 1987). 

 

Mosquito movement and dispersal in the field is a very complex phenomenon resulting 

by the combination of factors such as wind, geophysical and climatic parameters, 

mosquito species ability to counteract wind forces, sensory stimuli such as olphactory 
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and visual ones (Clements, 1999; Kennedy, 1939; Lewis & Taylor, 1967; Platt , Collins 

& Witherspoon, 1957; Thomson, 1938).  For the sake of clarity, in this Chapter, we 

assess the mosquitoes ability of short range (1-6 km) dispersal.  This chapter will not 

deal with the long-range dispersal that would include migration of mosquitoes at high 

altitudes (up to 150 m) and across countries (Clements, 1999; Service, 1997). 

It has been widely demonstrated with various sampling techniques including field 

suction, truck, ramp traps, animal baited open-ended wind tunnel experiments, and mark 

and recapture that mosquitoes fly upwind at low wind speeds.  Mosquitoes can follow 

wind generated host-odour plumes as a way to find their blood meal but velocities 

higher than 0.3 - 1 m/s reduce successful orientation because of the mosquito weak 

flight capabilities to counteract higher wind speeds   (Bidlingmayer  et. al, 1995; 

Bidlingmayer et. al, 1985; Gillies & Wilkes , 1981).  In fact, winds above 2m/s become 

intolerable and mosquitoes consequently fly downwind  (Bailey, et. al, 1965; Grimstad 

& DeFoliart, 1975; Klassen & Hocking, 1964; Nielsen & Nielsen, 1958, 1966; Snow, 

1980) or alight and fly closer to the ground in a zone known as the flight boundary 

layer.  This boundary layer is where the air flow is so reduced that wind velocities are 

lower than even the potential mosquito airspeed of flying (Snow, 1982; Vogel, 1981) 

.This mosquito behaviour can explain the inverse relationship between host-finding 

success and/or rates of catches and wind velocity. 

The vertical distribution of mosquitoes varies amongst species with physiological 

conditions of mosquitoes, daytime (Clements, 1999), and different type of habitats  

(Gilles & Wilkes, 1976; Snow, 1975, 1979, 1982). 

 

Suction traps and human biting catches experiments conducted in open ground in West 

Africa and over open grassland in The Gambia at night, found that a great number of 

mosquito species (unfed females and both sexes, respectively) were flying closer to the 

ground within 0.15 and 0.91 m. In the first experiments, the effect of very light wind 

was no detected and in both some Culex species were distributed more abundantly 

within 6 and 9 m. (Gilles et al., 1976; Snow, 1975). 

 

In the English woodland, suction traps caught higher percentages of Cx. p. pipiens at 5.5 

m rather than at 0.23m before mid-August and after that Cx. p. pipiens females ready to 

enter hibernation sites were caught more frequently at lowest positioned traps (Service, 

1971a). Similar results of Cx. p. pipiens vertical distributions were found in Italy, by 

non-illuminated CDC traps baited with CO2 placed at different altitudes, and these 
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results were not significantly affected by the type of habitat, variations in temperatures, 

season and even wind velocity (Bellini et al., 1997) . 

 

More recent suction trap data placed in open fields in the UK, found  Cx. pipiens s.l. in 

substantial numbers at 12.2 and 1.5 m from the ground, however Cx. pipiens s.l. females 

were found more often at 1.5 m (Sivell, Harrington & Shortall , 2006). The Sivell et al. 

(2006) study could not confirm if any of these mosquitoes belong to the Cx. p. molestus 

biotype, but it seems reasonable to think that it flies at lower heights and likely closer to 

the ground since, unlike Cx. p. pipiens, it is not known to engage in high altitude mating 

swarms and its breeding sites  (Cranston et al., 1987; Marshall, 1938) are generally 

underground.  In addition, some authors have found that elevation of mosquito flights 

were similar to those at which their vertebrate hosts were found. Those feeding on large 

mammals fed were caught in baited traps at ground level, whereas those ornithofilic 

were collected mainly at 5.3 m  (Snow, 1975, 1982).  

 

In the USA, Cx. pipiens s.l, are considered to be poor fliers with a “limited range of 

flight” (Binns, 2002). However, Cx. pipiens s.l. marked females have been shown to 

travel up to 1100 m in a single night from resting sites to search for blood hosts.  After 

blood feeding, females may return to the same or nearby larval habitats to lay their eggs 

and are often considered non-migratory mosquitoes (Savage & Miller, 1995). 

Unfortunately, other authors have failed to refer Savage & Miller’s work and/or any 

environmental conditions. 

 

In urban areas, mark and recapture experiments found that P 32-labelled Cx. p. 

quinquefasciatus females traveled a distance of 0.91 km after 36 hours from the central 

release point  (Lindquist et al.,1967). This represents the highest value over time, and 

other experiments of equally labelled Cx. quinquefasciatus in urban areas have found a 

much lower value of up to 1 km in 12 days  (Subra, 1972). Wind conditions are not 

mentioned in both experiments, but rate of dispersal are thought to be reduced in colder 

temperatures between 8-24 °C  (Yasuno et al., 1973; Yasuno et al.1975). On the other 

hand, in rural areas mosquito females traveled up to 5.6 km and moved with prevailing 

winds (Fussel, 1964; Schreiber et al., 1988).  

 

The area surrounding the Beckton STW is a mixture of densely populated urban area 

and widely open marshland, therefore the effect of wind is expected to vary sensibly in 
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different areas. Average wind speeds in the area surrounding the Beckton STWs is 5.1 

m/s  between 10 and 25 m above ground level (UK windspeed database,(2005)), and the 

main blowing wind is the South-West (Met-Office, 2007). This value is above 2m/s . 

Records have found Cx. pipiens s.l. on heights of up to 12 m in Britain (Sivell et al., 

2006).  

 

Although it seems reasonable to assume that Cx. p. molestus height of flight is quite 

low, no specific information is available.  Therefore, it was hypothesized that wind 

could play an important part in Cx. p. molestus movement in the surrounding of the 

Beckton STW, with possibly a higher number of above ground Cx. p. molestus breeding 

sites North-east of the treatment works since the main blowing wind in England is the 

South-West (Met-Office, 2007).  

 

During previous field work visits, it was recorded a dramatic increase of adult biting Cx. 

p. molestus in houses towards the end of August and first three weeks of September. 

Therefore, it is possible to hypothesize that Cx. p. molestus , being very likely a poor 

flier, increases gradually its adult biting population during the summer months, 

establishing additional above ground summer breeding sites closer to supplies of human 

blood by being carried by the main winds and/or being driven to areas of higher human 

densities.by flying at such low ground elevations that wind velocities are too low to 

counteract Cx. p. molestus flying speed.   

 

A second less parsimonious hypothesis, was that Cx. p. molestus adult females fly at 

low ground elevation periodically from their perennial sites within the Beckton STW to 

houses, where it can find a source of human blood, and then travel back. Such 

behaviour have been observed in Anopheles melas and Aedes niphadopsis that, as Cx. p. 

molestus, are mosquito species in which the aquatic stages develop in permanent water 

bodies (Clements, 1999). 

 

In order to confirm/support any of these hypotheses, Cx. p. molestus natural breeding 

sites were extensively searched in the area surrounding the Beckton STWs. Larval 

collections were taken from Cx. pipens s.l natural breeding sites, main drains over the 

summer. In addition, industrial premises were visited over the winter, and mosquito 

biting complaint data obtained from Barking & Dagenham and Newham Councils.  The 
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latter data were mapped and correlated to data on human population density and wind 

speed and direction.  

 

4.3 Materials and Methods 

4.3.1 Mosquito sampling, rearing and identification 
For methods of sampling, rearing and PCR identification please see General Material 

and Methods (Chapter 2, section 2.1 and 2.3). 

 

4.3.2 Traps survey  
During the summer 2003 and 2004, a field survey based on traps that specifically attract 

Culex pipiens s.l. was carried out.  The area covered is shown in Fig. 4.1(a&b). The aim 

was to map Cx. p. molestus above ground distribution in the surrounding areas of the 

Beckton STW.  

 

Hay infusions were prepared with 500 g of rye-grass (Lolium perenne L.) hay in 120 L 

of tap water, fermented for 5 days in a tight white plastic water tank (modified from 

Reiter, 1983). A trap consisted of a white plastic container (20cm x 30cm base, and a 

height of 12cm) filled with approximately 1.5 L of hay infusion. The summer 2003 

collections were conducted during between the period 18th July to 27th September.  Four 

rounds of collections were completed, starting every two weeks. Traps were placed at 

21 sites (Fig. 4.1a). The site positions were kept constant during each round. Each round 

lasted for 8 days and the traps were checked on every other day (5 times within each 

round) for the presence of egg rafts. The egg rafts collected were kept moist and 

transported immediately to the laboratory where they were reared to adults as separate 

families (see General Material and Methods, section 2.3).  

 

During the summer 2004 the survey around the Beckton STW started on the 11th June 

and finished on 26th September. The collection method followed was identical to that 

followed in 2003 summer survey, but the interval was monthly rather than fortnightly.  

The number of traps was increased to 32 (Fig. 4.1b). This includes seven traps placed 

above ground within the sewage works close to known underground breeding sites. The 

area covered was also extended further from the Beckton STW. The location of some 

collection sites were changed from the previous year to more closely correspond to the 

data on human population density provided by the London Transport Authority 

(supplied as output areas of 200 households per ward, the highest resolution).  
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All egg rafts collected were reared separately as in the 2003 survey, but once the DNA 

based diagnostic test became available the samples were only reared to 4th instar larvae, 

and stored at –80 °C. (see General Material and Methods section 2.1). Between one to 

three Culex larval specimens per family were tested with the PCR identification  

(Bahnck & Fonseca, 2006).  A total of 700 families were collected and screened. 

 

4.3.3 Survey of industrial premises 
A total of 14 industrial premises were visited between 13th March 2005 and 21st April 

2005. The aim of the survey was to uncover possible winter sources of Cx. p. molestus, 

other than the Beckton STW. The area surveyed was in the surrounding of the Beckton 

STW and the position of the industries visited are illustrated in Fig. 4.2. 

General trends will be discussed and those that presented a greatest potential  for Cx. p. 

molestus breeding will be considered. 

 

The premises were inspected with a torch, and sampling for potential breeding sites was 

carried out with a soup ladle or when necessary using a bucket attached to a rope.  

Criteria to assess a potential site were established beforehand according to literature 

description of Cx. p. molestus typical breeding sites. Each industry visited was searched 

for areas with water coming from any source (e.g. leaking boilers, leaking pipes, wet 

areas (Cranston et al., 1987; Marshall, 1938; Powers, 1943) in which the general 

environment was somehow artificially warmed up.  

 

4.3.4. Natural Breeding sites/traps collection 
The survey also screened larval samples collected during the summer 2003 and 2004 

from Cx. pipiens s.l. natural breeding sites.  In addition, a small number of adults 

collected with an oral aspirator while swarming in proximity of a main stagnant drain or 

resting on the wall of a house are included. All collections were taken in the area 

surrounding the Beckton STW.  

 

The aim was to identify Cx. p. molestus natural breeding sites over the summer months. 

Position of collections can be visualized in Fig. 4.1 (a&b).   Larvae/adults collected 

were tested for autogeny and screened by PCR (see General Material and Methods, 

section 2.3).  
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4.3.5 City farm collections 
Sampling of natural breeding sites within the Thameside City Farm (Beckton-East 

London) was carried out during the summer 2005 (see Fig. 4.3). In the search for Cx. p. 

molestus natural breeding sites outside the Beckton STW, this site was thought to be 

promising since, as we will see in Chapter 5, it was chosen for the study of Cx. pipiens 

s.l. biting specificity where a great number of adults Cx. p. molestus were known to be 

present here from June to the end of September. 

Six sites were sampled on 13th June 2006 and 1 on the 27th September 2006. All were in 

close proximity of the farmer’s house, a pigeon’s hut and a caravan, the places where 

adults collection were carried out in the study further outlined in Chapter 5. 

 

4.3.6 Drains 
Methods of sample collection 

A survey of drains was carried out from 26th September 2005 through 3rd October 2005. 

Drains were chosen because they extended in the area surrounding the Beckton STW 

and closer to where most mosquito biting complaints were recorded (see Fig. 4.4).  The 

great majority of the inspected drains were stagnant waters, and in cases where these 

were slightly flowing water, samples were taken in pools of slow flow waters.  

Mosquito larvae were sampled with a soup ladle in most instances (see General Method 

section 2.1) or with a bucket. 

 

Larval samples were taken randomly over an area of a square meter.  In most cases at 

the edges of the drain (where mosquito larvae tend to aggregate mostly) or where a high 

density of larvae was spotted in the most stagnant parts of the drain or where the drains 

were most accessible.  Larval density was recorded in order to identify hot spots of Cx. 

p. molestus presence in the surveyed area. 

 

To calculate larval density, 3 samples were taken randomly over an area of a square 

meter. For each sample we calculated no. of larvae/250 ml (= volume of a soup ladle 

scoop) and the 3 replicate samples were averaged. 
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4.3.7 Mosquito bite complaint data 
Data of mosquito bite complaints were obtained from the Barking & Daghenham and 

Newham council databases. Newham councils data were less numerous because either 

people of this Borough were less affected or because bite complaints were not recorded 

regularly in the database. 

 

4.3.8 Relating mosquito bite complaints and density of human 

residents data 
These data were superimposed to a map of density of residents obtained from Ordinance 

survey by the permission of HMSO. Boundaries represent Census Output Areas at the 

ward level (resolution of 200 households per ward).  The map was created in ArcMap 

(ArcGIS (Geographic Information System) version 9.2 by ESRI). 

Counts of mosquito bite complaints were related to density of residents previously log10 

transformed.  Pearson’s correlation coefficient was estimated in order to establish 

whether there was a significant correlation between the number of mosquito bite 

complaints and the density of residents. 

 

Data of human population density were also used to relate it to the number of egg rafts 

collected in each hay infusion trap. Data were logarithmically transformed and the 

Pearson’s correlation coefficient estimated.  

 

4.3.9. Mosquito bite complaints and data of wind speed and direction 
Monthly data (July-August-September) of wind speed and wind direction for summer 

2003 -2004 were obtained from the Heathrow weather station (anemometer at 25 m 

height; inland) and from Shoeburyness (anemometer at 2 m height, coastal) (Met office- 

MIDAS land surface observation stations data). These data were plotted as vectors in 

order to visualize the daily and mean wind speed (knots) and direction (degrees). Wind 

directions represent daily records taken at 9 a.m. (Heathrow station-Middlesex) or daily 

mean values (Shoeburyness station-Essex), whereas wind speeds represent daily mean 

values. 

Lengths of vectors were plotted proportionally to daily mean wind speed and daily 

direction (Mathematica, release 5.2 statistical software for Macintosh). The aim was to 

confirm whether the main blowing wind in the South East of England is the South-

West, as it is asserted from the Met Office (Met-Office, 2007). 
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The procedure was performed following the illustration of data of mosquito bite 

complaint, that were located for the great majority in the North East of the area afflicted 

by the biting nuisance. Both Heathrow and Shoeburyness data were mapped because the 

anemometers were at very different heights (25m and 2m respectively) and position 

(inland and coastal, respectively), and wind speeds can differ considerably with height. 

It was hypothesised that Cx. p. molestus biting adults were transported towards the 

North East by the South West wind. Plotting data of wind speed and direction aimed at 

confirming that the wind in the area surrounding the Beckton STW was blowing South-

West during the summer 2003 and 2004. 

 

Data on the number of biting complaints in the Boroughs of Barking & Daghenham 

were related to mean monthly wind speed (from the Heathrow station) to test whether 

there was a significant relationship.  The Pearson’s correlation coefficient was 

estimated. Only data of mosquito bite complaints from the Barking & Daghenham 

Boroughs were used because they were supplied as monthly data. 

 

Unless otherwise stated, all graphs and statistical tests were carried out by using 

Minitab® Release 14 Statistical Software for Windows. 

 

4.4 Results  

4.4.1 Trap survey 
All egg rafts layed (700 families) collected within the hay infusion traps, belonged to 

the Cx. p. pipiens biotype. A sample photograph shown in Fig. 4.5 a&b, illustrate 

circled samples that amplified two bands. These were re-tested, confirmed to be 

contaminated, and resulted to be Cx. p. pipiens. 

 

4.4.2 Survey of industrial premises 
The results of the industrial premises are summarized in Table.4.1; however only those 

that had water sources within their sites are described here, because they presented the 

greatest potential for Cx. p. molestus infestation. The remaining premises are described 

in the Appendix (section A 4.1). 

Despite that five out of the 14 industries visited presented a potential for Cx. p. molestus 

infestation, no winter breeding sites were identified.  
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Water and warm environments were the main factors present in most of these industrial 

premises (see Table 4.1). Sites at Tate and Lyle (others) and Longvalley packaging Ltd 

(site-2, puddles) were outdoor but these were close to potentially warming walls.  Only 

sites at Longvalley packaging Ltd (site-2, buckets) were completely at cold 

temperatures.  All of the sites were at ground level, apart from Tate and Lyle-site 3 

situated just below ground.  Two condenser basements and drain systems in the Barking 

power station (site 1-2-3) were 2 meters underground and just below ground 

respectively. 

 

Water appeared in some cases clear, while in other cases these water sources were most 

obviously polluted (e.g. Tate and Lyle site 3 and others; Safer glass Industries Ltd. site 

2; Ms Linen services, site 1 with soupy water under washing machines; Longvalley 

packaging Ltd. whose water are treated with GEMC 202 in order to ward off bacteria 

and fungi). Pollution was chemical/bacterial and sometimes looked like soupy water.  

No visible organic matter was present in the water of any of these sites, but some (Tate 

and Lyle site 1-2) contained a sugary solution that could have been attractive to Cx. p. 

molestus larvae. 

 

4.4.3.Natural breeding sites 
The results of the survey on natural breeding sites are summarized in Table 4.2 and 

position of collections can be found in Fig. 4.1 a&b. Amongst all larval samples, only 

the 2003 Westminster Gardens collection (H) was found infested with Culex p. 

molestus. This result was confirmed by the PCR screen of the egg raft (Westminster 

Garden (G1)) oviposed by the generation collected in the field during laboratory rearing 

after offering a blood meal. The parent generation, resulted to be 100% Cx. p. pipiens.  

Adult females collected from a flat in Barking, produced egg rafts that resulted in an 

autogenous population (G3-house (J)), therefore Cx. p. molestus. 

 

Swarming Cx. pipiens s.l. males collected next to a main drain resulted to belong to the 

pipiens biotype. The same result applies to the adult males collected from the house 

within the Thameside Park City Farm. 

 

4.4.4.Thameside Park City Farm, East London collections 
The sample positions of the breeding sites within the City Farm at Thameside are shown 

in Fig. 4.3 and the PCR identification results presented in Table.4.3. All the mixed 
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larval samples and single family tested resulted to belong to the Cx. p. pipiens biotype.  

These results contrasted to the great number of actively biting Cx. p. molestus female 

known to be present in the farmer’s house; pigeon hut and Caravan at the same time of 

collection and all site of collections were in their close proximity (Fig. 4.3.).  

 

4.4.5. Drain Systems 
Figure 4.4 illustrates the positions of the drain system sampled in relation to the 

Beckton STW, while Table 4.4 shows the results of the PCR identification performed 

on samples collected from the drains.  

 

Cx. pipiens s.l. larvae were found in all drains inspected apart from the Estuary close 

and Westminster Gardens.  Choats road 1 resulted containing one specimen of Cx. p. 

molestus out of a screening of a 100 larvae. Because, it could not be ascertained if this 

specimen was Cx. p. molestus or it was the result of a contaminated sample, a much 

larger sample size population was screened in order to find additional specimens of Cx. 

p. molestus, but results kept confirming the presence of only Cx. p. pipiens.  

Additional samples taken in the Choats road drain (2-3-4) all confirmed the presence of 

Cx. p. pipiens alone. Cx. p. pipiens larval density was quite high ranging between 8.6 to 

16.6 larvae/250 ml. 

 

River road drain resulted infested with Cx. p. pipiens larvae only at average densities of 

7.6 larvae/250 ml. Both River road and Choats road samples were collected in open 

field areas of low human density.  

 

Stern Close drain 1-2 resulted infested with Cx. p. pipiens larvae only at average density 

of 9 and 26.5 larvae/250 ml respectively. Stern Close 1-2 samples were collected off a 

block of newly built block of flats and therefore considered in an area of high density of 

human population. 

 

The drain system at Wivenhoe road resulted infested with Cx. p. pipiens larvae only at 

the density of 1.1 larvae/250 ml. This drain is situated in a highly residential area. 

No larvae could be found in the Estuary Close and Westminster garden drains, despite 

being located in human densely populated areas (compare fig. 4.4 and fig.4.6). 
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4.4.6 Relating mosquito bite complaints and human density of 

residents data 
The distribution of mosquito bite complaints appears to be biased towards the North-

East of the Beckton STW (see Fig. 4.6).  Residents of the Barking and Dagenham 

Boroughs appeared to be complaining to a much higher degree.  The result could be a 

reflection on that either these residents were more affected or that in the Newham 

borough not all complaints were adequately recorded. 

 

The fact that people in Barking seemed more afflicted by the Cx. p. molestus biting 

outbreak supports the hypothesis that mosquitoes may be carried in the direction of the 

main wind, the South-West (Met-Office, 2007).  

 

In addition, a first look (Fig. 4.6) at the distribution of the mosquito bite complaints 

would indicate a weak tendency of these being located in areas of higher human density.  

However, the relationship between the number of biting complaints and the density of 

residents (Fig. 4.7a) demonstrated no significant relationship between the two variables 

(Pearson’s correlation coefficient = -0.247, p-value = 0.464).  

 

Similarly, when relating the Cx. p. pipiens egg rafts collected in each trap and the 

density of residents (Fig. 4.7b), no significant relationship was found (Pearson 

correlation coefficient = 0.258; p-value = 0.177). 

 

4.4.7. Mosquito bite complaints and data of wind speed and direction 
Figure 4.8 illustrates the wind speed and direction obtained from the Heathrow and 

Shoeburyness weather stations.  Although on some days of each month, the wind was 

recorded as blowing towards North-East, the mean wind directions pointed consistently 

towards the South-West in both stations (Fig. 4.8).  The mean wind speeds are all 

between 6 and 10 knots (well above an average of 4 knots equivalent to  2m/s). 

Therefore, the hypothesis that Cx. p. molestus adults could be carried by wind in the 

North-East direction can not be supported. 

 

In addition, a confirmation of the above results is also shown by the relationship 

between the monthly number of biting complaints in the Borough of Barking and 

Dagenham and the mean monthly recorded wind speed (Fig. 4.9); results showed no 

significant relationship (Pearson correlation coefficient = -0.124; p-value = 0.814). 
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4.5 Discussion 
Overall no Cx. p. molestus above ground breeding sites were found despite this 

intensive and extensive study that included trap collections over two summers, natural 

breeding sites (random collections and drain system) and winter visits of industrial 

premises. In addition, it was not possible to confirm whether Cx. p. molestus is aided by 

the wind in its dispersal from the Beckton STW to the surrounding area. 

 

The outcomes from natural breeding sites, visit of industrial premises, Thameside City 

park and drain collections will be discussed together with literature regarding previous 

Cx. p. molestus outbreaks in the summary section 4.5.7.  

 

4.5.1 Oviposition Traps 
Oviposition traps baited with organic infusion (following Reiter, 1983) have been 

widely used for collecting  Cx. pipiens s.l. egg rafts, and  laboratory experiments on 

both mosquito forms in Russia found that hay infusions were a suitable oviposition 

attractant for Cx. p. molestus (Rasnitsyn, 1996). However, it is interesting to point out 

that no studies did attempt to carry out field experiments in order to distinguish between 

the two mosquito forms in the field.  

The extensive trapping survey undertaken by this study showed somewhat 

disappointing results and thus prevented the mapping of the distribution of Cx. p. 

molestus in the East London area, which was the original study aim. On the other hand, 

these outcomes show once again how differently the two forms behave. In fact, the field 

results reveal that Cx p. pipiens is very attracted to the traps, whereas Cx. p. molestus is 

not. Consequently, it becomes clear that the molestus form may need a quite different 

type of trap. 

 

Another plausible interpretation is that Cx. p. molestus was not present in the area at the 

time of trapping which seems unlikely.  However, traps placed within the Beckton STW 

(Fig. 4.1b) at ground level did not collect any molestus egg rafts despite Cx. p. molestus 

breeding simultaneously at underground level. One interpretation would be that natural 

underground breeding sites may be better substrate than the hay infusion traps and are a 

better choice for Cx. p. molestus oviposition. 
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On the other hand, adult Cx. p. molestus were present in the Thameside Park City Farm 

all summer and in higher numbers in the first two weeks of September 2004. Yet, traps 

placed in close proximity to it (trap 15 and 16, Fig. 4.1b) failed to collect Cx. p. 

molestus egg rafts. We also know, from data received from the Barking & Dagenham 

and Newham councils, that people were heavily bitten by mosquitoes during the 

summer 2003 and 2004. We could not collect data and thus screen these via PCR, to 

have a 100% confidence that these complaints were attributed to Cx. p. molestus, 

however it seems extremely likely. 

 

Organic infusions are difficult to prepare in a standardised way, because the blend of 

dissolved chemical compounds will depend on factors such as the organic matter being 

fermented, the fermenting organism(s), temperature, age of the infusion, etc. (Millar, 

1992). Therefore, it is possible that another type of approach would have been more 

appropriate. Millar et al.,(1992), identified five principal components of grass/hay 

infusions, one of which, Skatole (3-methilindole), is the most stimulatory component to 

Culex quinquefasciatus both in the laboratory (Millar et al.,1992; Mordue et al.1992) 

and the field (Beehler et al. 1994). This finding has been confirmed for other Culex 

mosquitoes (Beehler et al. 1994) and, being skatole an ubiquitous component present 

also in animal excreta, it makes a very promising approach for British Cx pipiens s.l.and 

in particular Cx. p. molestus that thrives on sewage.  In fact, skatole solutions can be 

more easily standardized as opposed to the hay/grass infusions used in this study. 

Therefore they offer a great potential for Cx. p. molestus control, especially if used in 

conjunction with additives such as SOP (synthetic oviposition pheromone) (Dawson et 

al., 1990; Mboera et al., 2000). 

 

4.5.2 Visit to industrial premises 
The survey of industrial premises produced negative results for the presence of Cx. p. 

molestus around the Beckton STW, despite the fact that some of the basic conditions 

(water; warm environments) needed by Cx. p. molestus larvae were present. This result 

was surprising particularly in the case of the Barking power station and Tate and Lyle 

industry. 

 

In the Barking power station the condenser basements contained two sumps situated 

about 3 meters underground, with stagnant water present at all times, in a warmed up 

environment and in almost complete darkness. This scenario looked very similar to 
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what we had seen in the Beckton STW (see Chapter 3) and it seemed reasonable to 

think that Cx. p. molestus larvae could find here suitable breeding sites.  Similarly, at 

the Tate and Lyle premises, site 1 and 2 looked also very similar to typical Cx. p. 

molestus breeding sites, although the sugary water (that might have been too 

concentrated), could have been a deterrent to Cx. p. molestus larvae establishment. 

Besides, these sites, although sheltered, they were at ground level.  

 

It is important to note that the outcome is only valid for the places I had been permitted 

to visit (50 industries were contacted and only 14 of them allowed access to the sites).. 

It is possible to speculate that managers of industrial units that denied access to their 

premises were aware of having a mosquito problem, and feared the consequences of 

being caught responsible. 

 

In addition, the study cannot exclude that other Cx. p. molestus winter breeding sites 

may be present, apart from the Beckton STW. In fact, out of 48 industrial premises 

visited in the surrounding of the Mogden STW, which are known to be infested with Cx. 

p. molestus that create a biting nuisance similar to that present in Beckton, 2 industrial 

premises within the radius of 2 km of the Mogden STW were found infested with Cx. p. 

molestus during winter (Ismay & Schulten, 2004a). 

 

The majority of the industries visited were situated within the North-Eastward of the 

Beckton STW (Fig. 4.2). This arrangement was on purpose because, at the time of the 

study, it was assumed that Cx. p. molestus adult biting female could be carried by the 

prevailing southwest wind (Met-Office, 2007), although the analysis in section 4.4.7 

showed that this was not the case during the summers of 2003 and 2004. 

A reason that may not favour the spread of Cx. p. molestus larvae is that basements and 

deep underground sites are not very common in any industrial/resident building in the 

area, because, being at the edge of the River Thames, the type of ground is a 

marshland/estuary. 

 

4.5.3 Natural Breeding Sites 
Despite the fact that Cx. pipiens s.l. larvae were extremely abundant in the area 

surveyed, during the summer months, it appeared that surface Cx. p. molestus natural 

breeding sites were rarer than expected and therefore harder to find than originally 

thought.  It seems likely that Cx. p. molestus is more selective than Cx. p. pipiens in the 
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choice of its breeding sites, although the two biotypes have often been found sharing the 

same aquatic habitat (Vinogradova, 2000; Cranston et al., 1987; Snow, 1990) the extent 

to which, has probably been overestimated. 

 

Failure to freeze Cx. p. molestus adults before they died is likely to explain the apparent 

contradictory results that the parent population collected from Westminster Gardens 

(2003) failed to amplify the Cx. p. molestus allele. 

 

4.5.4 City farm collections 
Despite the fact that a great number of active biting Cx. p. molestus females were 

known to be present in the Thameside Park City Farm, no single Cx. p. molestus larvae 

were found in the larval breeding sites in the immediate vicinity. The result further may 

favour the hypothesis that Cx. p. molestus may somehow fly backwards and forthwards 

from the Beckton STW instead of establishing above ground breeding sites over the 

summer. 

 

4.5.5 Drain systems 
Only one single specimen of Cx. p. molestus was found in the Choats road 1 drain 

system. The result is considered as a contamination instead of a genuine finding for two 

reasons. Firstly, the DNA of that particular mosquitoes was extracted by a standard 

DNA extraction method, therefore if the DNA was contaminated, even repeating the 

test would yield the same result. Secondly, because of this result, a larger sample size (n 

=100) was screened in the hope to find more Cx. p. molestus specimens. Despite the 

increased sample size the drain was infested with only Cx. p. pipiens. 

 

The study found identical results for all drains inspected, which came as surprising 

outcomes  especially in the Stern Close drains 1-2. In particular, at the Stern Close 2 an 

extremely high density of larvae (26.5 larvae/250ml) was present, considerably higher 

than what found in any other drain examined. In fact, this site seemed to offer a greater 

potential of finding Cx. p. molestus larvae since it was located extremely close to a 

block of residential flats.  In addition, the time of the year of sampling was ideal, 

because Cx. p. pipiens numbers, towards the end of September, should have already 

dramatically declined. In fact in several houses it was recorded a higher number of 

biting Cx. p. molestus than in the previous summer months and than biting Cx. p. 

pipiens in the pigeon hut (Curtotti and Malcolm unpublished).  
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Other sites that were in close proximity to residential areas were those of Wivenhoe 

road, Estuary Close, and Westminster Garden. Surprisingly the larval density was 

extremely low in the Wivenhoe Road drain and no larvae were found  in the latter two. 

In particular Westminster Garden, was the only above ground site in which Cx. p. 

molestus larvae were found in 2003. Not finding any Cx. p. molestus larvae was 

puzzling because on this occasion the survey was extensive and intensive.   

Drains in the Choats road and River road, were found heavily infested with Cx. p. 

pipiens larvae, but this is less surprising because close to these roads there is an area of 

open marshland and of low human density compared with the other sampled sites.  

 

4.5.6 Mosquito bite complaints 
Despite that the Metereological Office states that the main wind direction in the South-

East England is towards the North-East, a closer look of daily values of wind directions 

from the Heathrow and Shoeburyness weather stations revealed a South-West direction 

even during the summer 2003-2004.  Mean wind speeds during the summer 2003-2004 

were above 4 knots (= 2m/s), which suggests that wind speed could have an impact in 

the dispersal of Cx. p. molestus from the Beckton STW to the surrounding areas.  

However, if this assumption was correct it was plausible to assume that if Cx. p. 

molestus were carried by the wind, these adults would be expected mainly South-West 

of the Beckton STW. However, this study did not confirm this assumption.  In addition, 

there was no significant relationship between monthly mean wind speed and the number 

of biting complaints. Therefore, there was no way to confirm that Cx. p. molestus was 

more numerous in areas of higher human density.  A similar result was found for the 

relationship between Cx. p. pipiens egg rafts and density data of human residents.  But, 

this is not surprising as it is known to be not blood-feeding on humans (Cranston et al., 

1987; Snow, 1990; Vinogradova , 2000), although back-gardens are usually a source of 

stagnant waters suitable for breeding in urban areas. 

 

The absence of a significant relationship between mosquito bite complaints and density 

of residents fits well with the knowledge that generally downwind dispersal takes the 

mosquitoes in the direction of blowing and attractive host-odour plumes are diluted 

downwind and can be detected only when 10-20 m downwind of host (Hoffmann & 

Miller, 2003; Service, 1997). 
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However, it is certain that Cx. p. molestus adult biting female somehow reached 

residential areas at least within 1 km radius of the Beckton STW, because people were 

complaining about mosquito bites and because the experiment in the Thameside City 

Park farm collections (also tested by PCR, see chapter 5).  Although this situation was 

observed to be higher towards the end of the summer, it was present also at the 

beginning of the summer at least from June.  

 

The data of wind speed, used in this study, result from an airflow model that estimates 

the effect of topography on wind speed. The Heathrow station, is situated inland in a 

semi urban area probably similar to that in Beckton. However these data were collected 

at the height of 25 meters, at 9 am and at a distance of 36 km westwards from our study 

area. The Shoeburyness station, instead, is situated on the coast, 43 km eastwards from 

Beckton, at a height of 2m and the data used in the analysis were wind daily means 

(BWEA 2005). The latter wind collection site is therefore in an area with a very 

different topography to what one might expect to find in Beckton. 

 

In addition, the data time of collection of both weather stations were not the best suited 

to the need of the study. Cx. p. molestus adults were observed biting at dusk, therefore 

the wind speed just before /during and after this time of the day would have been ideal. 

As mentioned earlier, it is likely that Cx. p. molestus fly at a height lower than 1.5 

meters from the ground, while especially for the Heathrow station, the anemometers 

were placed at a much higher distance from the ground.  

 

As mentioned in the UK wind speed database, these wind data can only be used as a 

guide and should be followed by an on-site measurement for a proper assessment. In 

fact, small scale topography or local surface roughness, such as tall crops, stone walls or 

trees can have a considerable effect on wind speed (BWEA 2005). Therefore, the 

present data on wind speed should be considered with a degree of caution and 

compounded by a more local collection of wind data, at appropriate height and time of 

the day. 

 

Given that Cx. p. molestus does not colonize in above ground breeding sites in the 

surrounding of the Beckton STW, with the current data, it is impossible to confirm 

whether Cx. p. molestus is aided by the wind in its dispersal from the Beckton STW or it 

takes advantage of the boundary layer where wind velocities do not exceed its flying 
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capabilities. The latter idea is worth exploring in future since it is known to be used by 

mosquitoes that fly at night (when also wind speeds tend to decline (Service, 1997; 

Clements, 1999) short distances (within 1-5 km) and enables them to control more and 

less their orientation (Service, 1997; Clements, 1999). Beside, it is possible that Cx. p. 

molestus uses memory, through conspicuous features of the landscape, as suggested 

from some other mosquito studies (Ribbands, 1949; Giglioli, 1965c; Charlwood et al., 

1988; Renshaw et al., 1994;). Consequently, it would be possible to assume that Cx. p. 

molestus could actively move from and towards the Beckton STW. 

 

Furthermore, it is likely that the data on position of mosquito bite complaints provided 

by the councils do not provide a good indication of the dispersal of Cx. p. molestus. In 

particular, it seems the case that the Newham council does not efficiently record 

mosquito bite complaints. In addition, data of human density showed that the borough 

of Newham is much more populated by humans than that of Barking & Dagenham. In 

fact, even if wind was not an issue, it seems likely that stronger attracting human odour 

would draw more blood-thirsty Cx. p. molestus females towards the Newham council.  

 

4.5.7 Summary of results and conclusions 
Hardly no Cx. p. molestus above ground breeding site were found despite our  

investigation  was quite extensive including trap collections over two summers, natural 

breeding sites (random collections and drains) and winter visits of industrial premises. 

 

Similar British outcomes, to the findings of this study, are reported by Shute (1943, 

1949).  In 1938, he describes Thames side districts of London being invaded by 

bloodthirsty hordes of Cx. p. molestus females, where no single Cx. p.molestus larvae 

were found after an extensive search of domestic cisterns and open air tanks in the area. 

In 1941-42, Cx. p. molestus was a serious nuisance in the London underground and it 

was known where infestation were located (sumps and inverts where water could 

collect). At the same time static water tanks containing thousand of gallons of water 

were erected above ground for fire-fighting purposes. These were inspected over a 

period of two years, but no Cx. p. molestus larvae were ever found, instead only Cx. p. 

pipiens were extensively present and occasionally Theobalbia annulata (Shute, 1943; 

Shute, 1949).  Shute seems to attribute the absence of Cx. p. molestus larvae in the 

water tanks to the fact that they were not under darkened/shaded conditions because 

considered more suitable for Cx. p. molestus to lay its eggs.  In the Beckton STW, Cx. p. 
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molestus were found in few above ground sites, and although they were in conditions of 

almost complete shade (chapter3, sites no.16-19), at least in one case a great part of the 

site, where most larvae were recurrently found, was in conditions of full light (chapter 

3, site 25). 

 

Moreover our traps were placed for the great majority under bushes/ shade and the 

drains examined always had some parts covered by growing vegetation. In fact, the 

drain in Westminster Gardens (Fig. 4.1-sample H), where we found Cx. p. molestus 

larvae, was partially shaded by bushes. 

Therefore, among our collections there were a great number of sites under partially 

shaded conditions, that we should have found a good number of Cx. p. molestus larvae, 

if this condition was crucial to Cx. p. molestus oviposition. 

 

In Hounslow, West London, Cx. p. molestus larvae, that are known to breed 

underground in the Mogden STW, have been found during winter 2004 in 2 industrial 

premises within 1 km away (Ismay & Schulten, 2004a), and there was some evidence 

(PCR screening by A. Curtotti) to have found very few also in surrounding road drains 

during summer 2005. Information relative to road drains shading/ position, nor a 

description of the breeding sites identified within industrial premises was supplied, so 

additional qualitative characteristics cannot be used to identify possible reasons for Cx. 

p. molestus presence in such sites and compare it with the scenario in Beckton. 

 

These results are in accordance with the knowledge that in Britain and Northern Europe, 

Cx. p. molestus aquatic stages are almost always confined to underground water 

collections (Cranston et al., 1987). 

 

Instead, at progressively southern latitudes (e.g. southern Italy) less severe winters 

allow the more frequent development of Cx. p. molestus above ground larval 

establishment and this is also reflected in a mixing of physiological / behavioral 

characters between the two forms (Cranston et al., 1987; Byrne et al., 1999; 

Vinogradova, 2000; Fonseca et al., 2004). 

 

The role played by prevailing winds on Cx. p. molestus dispersal during the summer 

2003 and 2004 could not be ascertained, as well as that of areas of high human densities 

in emanating stronger attractive human odours.  
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A closer look at the area (Fig. 4.10) shows that possible sources of Cx. p. molestus, 

other than the Beckton STW, can be hypothesized. Black circles highlight sewage 

treatment works pumping stations. These are managed by Thames water, and, according 

to interviews of two on site operators, look much the same as other pumping stations 

visited at the main site. This means that they should unfold underground, have drainage 

pumps and warm pipes.  

 

If this is correct, the likelihood is that mosquitoes breed there as well, that these sites are 

also responsible for the infestation of Cx. p. molestus in the area. In the Newham 

Borough, pumping stations 3-4-5 are much nearer to residential areas and beyond 

potential barriers for mosquitoes flow from the Beckton STW such as the main roads 

A406 and A1020. In fact, main road barriers are likely to require Cx. p. molestus to fly 

at elevation beyond the boundary layer in order to overcome it  (Gilles & Wilkes, 1978), 

and they would therefore be at the stake of the wind during this time.  

In the Barking&Dagenham Borough instead, pumping stations 1-2  are a bit nearer to 

residential areas but pumping station no. 2 is more far away (about 1km distance) from 

the Thameside Park City Farm (always plagued by Cx. p. molestus females) than the 

Returned Sludge Pumping station within the Beckton STW.  

In addition, the black rectangle highlights the Cross-ness STW, south of the Thames, 

eastward to the Beckton STW. This could also contribute to the problem and be an 

additional potential Cx. p. molestus reservoir, but still located quite far away (about 1.5 

km) from the Thameside City Park Farm and the area of the biting nuisance, and located 

on the other side of the Thames, another potential mosquito barrier. 

 

It must be said that mosquito movements are complex and influenced by mosquito 

endogenous and environmental factors and generally results from a combination of type 

of flight (higher /lower altitudes)/short-range host attractions, in order to accommodate 

for all the variables in play (Service, 1997; Clements, 1999).  

 

Therefore, given that no Cx. p. molestus above ground colonization is present during 

summer, and that no underground Cx. p. molestus major breeding sites other than 

pumping stations are present outside the Beckton STW, it is reasonable to support the 

hypothesis that Cx. p. molestus blood-thirsty females flies back and forth from the 

Beckton STW. How Cx. p. molestus reaches residential areas, and goes back to the 
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Beckton STW, remains a mystery and can best be explained by a combination of flight 

in the boundary layer to avoid high wind speeds, wind passive transportation (mainly to 

overcome barriers), short-range host attraction. 

 

It is likely that a very effective way to understand Cx. p. molestus dispersal can only be 

achieved by doing some backtracking and/or mark and recapture studies (Clements, 

1999).  
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Fig 4.1. The Barking & Dagenham Boroughs and the locations of the Beckton STW 

showing the position of hay infusion traps, natural breeding sites (flags) and blood fed 

mosquitoes collected in houses during the years a) 2003 b) 2004. 

Blue circles= Hay infusion traps; flags = natural breeding sites (identification letter in 

Table 4.1); asterisk = blood fed mosquito collected in houses (identification letter in 

Table 4.1); Thameside City Park Farm, East London (letter K, Fig. 4.1a). 

a) 

b) 
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Fig. 4.2. Position of industrial premises visited during winter 2005 in East London, UK. 

Yellow circles represent those premises that presented higher potential for Cx. p. 

molestus infestation

 

K 
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Company Potential breeding sites 

Tate and Lyle Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 

Tate and Lyle (no.13, 

Fig.4.2), is one of the 

biggest sugar refinery 

in Europe. The site 

was quite extended. 

Built at the end of 

1800.Contained 
warm leaking 
pipes carrying 
sugary water, 
were numerous in 
the building and 
kept the 
environment 
slightly warm.  
The floor, at 
ground level, was 
under shallow 
water. No 
mosquito larvae 
were present. 
Water on the floor 
was of high sugar 
content (this was 
felt under the 
shoes while 

walking). 

Built at the end of 

1800. 

Contained warm 

leaking pipes carrying 

sugary water, were 

numerous in the 

building and kept the 

environment slightly 

warm.  

The floor, at ground 

level, was under 

shallow water. No 

larvae Cx. pipiens s.l. 

were present. Water 

on the floor was of 

high sugar content 

Pipes were 

processing treacle 

that meant that the 

spilling on the floor 

had 60-80% sugar 

content. 

This site was outdoor, 

therefore at cold 

temperature, and 

consisted of five 

meters parallel grates 

under a bridge which 

accumulated 1.5 

meters of water 

collected from the 

spilling pipes of the 

two old buildings of 

site 1 and 2. The 

water was chemically 

analyzed on behalf of 

the company. It 

resulted polluted by 

various chemicals 

and fermented by a 

high concentration of 

bacteria. It is likely 

that this was a good 

reason why no Cx. 

pipiens s.l. larvae 

were present. 

 Others: Outdoor pipe cases were numerous, always adjacent to a 

warm wall and often flooded. Water accumulated was in a few 

instances polluted by detergent while in other occasions the water 

seemed clear presenting a potential for infestation. No Cx. pipiens s.l. 

larvae were present. 

 

Barking power 

station 

Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 

(no.15, Fig.4.2) It is a Condenser basament Condenser basament Flooded drains in a 
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site built 10 years 

ago. It produces 

electricity, a process 

that requires a large 

amount of water. For 

this reason, the site 

was visited. The 

turbine hole is a 

building where many 

pipes carrying 

steamed water were 

present. Leakage was 

practically non-

existent. Two 

condenser 

basements (part of 

the turbine hole) had 

two sumps with 

drainage pumps with 

accumulated water. 

These are described 

in the next columns 

along with drains also 

present in a series. 

 

1. Part of the turbine 

hole, it consisted of a 

sump with a drainage 

pump, that needed to 

be under water at all 

times. 

The sump was 

inspected carefully, 

but no Cx. pipiens s.l. 

larvae were present 

despite the fact that it 

was constantly 

flooded and warmed 

up by hot pipes.  

This site was situated 

about 3 meters 

underground and in a 

spot of complete 

darkness. 

1. Part of the turbine 

hole, it consisted of a 

sump with a drainage 

pump that needed to 

be under water at all 

times. 

The sump was 

inspected carefully, 

but no Cx. pipiens s.l. 

larvae were present 

despite the fact that it 

was constantly 

flooded and warmed 

up by hot pipes. This 

site was situated 

about 3 meters 

underground and in a 

spot of complete 

darkness. 

series. These get 

flooded every week 

during checking of fire 

pumps. Cx. pipiens 

s.l. larvae were not 

present. This was 

under conditions of 

almost complete 

darkness and just 

below ground. 

Safer Glass 

Industries Ltd. 

Site 1  Site 2 Site 3 

Safer Glass 

Industries Ltd (no.8, 

Fig.4.2) is a company 

that belongs to the 

category of glass 

merchants and 

glaziers. The site was 

quite extended and 

had six large 

factories, but only one 

(factory number 6) 

had a wet area, 

whereas the others 

Within factory 6. 

Three paddles of very 

shallow clear water 

were found here. No 

Cx. pipiens s.l. larvae 

were present. 

Within factory 6. 

Site 2 consists of 4 

pipe cases that were 

found completely 

flooded, although only 

in one case water 

seemed clear enough 

to allow mosquito 

breeding. In the 

remainder instances, 

the water had a 

slightly green colour, 

which was due to 

Within factory 6. 

Six water drainages 

had clear water that 

seemed still, or 

slightly moving. 

These drains directed 

excess water outdoor. 

No Cx. pipiens s.l. 

larvae were present 
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were dry and cold.  

This will be described 

in depth. 

Factory 6 was at 

ground level and 

slightly heated by two 

air blowing machines. 

Water was needed by 

glass cutting 

machines (not to melt 

glass during cutting or 

disperse glass fibres).  

In addition, allotments 

are bordering with the 

whole site. Workers 

reported being bitten 

voraciously by 

mosquitoes during 

the summer. 

 

chemicals and glass 

sands. No Cx. pipiens 

s.l. larvae were 

present. 

Ms Linen services Site 1   

Ms Linen services 

(no.9, Fig.4) is a 

laundry, which serves 

restaurants as well as 

pharmaceutical 

companies.  It 

consisted of two 

rooms at ground 

level: ironing room 

and washing room. 

In the washing room there was a lot of steam generated by 3 industrial 

washing machines, 1 dying machine, and a large boiler. As a 

consequence, this room and its floor was very warm and wet.  

It seemed likely that the place presented a potential for Cx. p. molestus 

infestation, but perhaps the water leaking from the machines contained 

chemicals harmful to mosquitoes. 

All the waters examined presented no Cx. pipiens s.l. mosquito larvae, 

despite being in a warmed up environment. 

Potential breeding sites consisted of: 

1) ponds of shallow water.  

2) copious amount of water, apparently at 90 ºc, slowly flowing under 

the 3 washing machines. 

It seemed likely that the place presented a potential for Cx. p. molestus 

infestation, but perhaps the water leaking from the machines contained 

chemicals harmful to mosquitoes. 

 

Longvalley 

packaging Ltd 

Site 1 Site 2  
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Longvalley packaging 

Ltd (no.7, Fig.4) 

produces expanded 

polystyrene 

packaging and 

corrugated cartons. 

Premises consisted of 

a workshop room, 

several warehouses 

and a yard. All the 

site unfolded at 

ground level. 

Warehouses were 

kept very dry, in order 

not to damage the 

packages.This 

company treats its 

water. In fact, all the 

water used in the 

process is treated 

with GEMC 202 an 

aqueous solution of 

an isothiazolin 

derivative formulated 

to control a wide 

range of bacteria and 

fungi. Although non 

specific against 

mosquitoes, this 

chemical is likely to 

prevent any mosquito 

larvae establishment. 

Mosquitoes at any 

stage of their lifecycle 

are known to be 

extremely sensitive to 

chemicals. 

 

Workshop: here 

polystyrene balls 

were being expanded 

and compressed to 

make packaging. 

Expansion of 

polystyrene balls is 

being done by steam 

water, so a wet area 

with several steaming 

machines was 

present.  Since the 

steam is produced at 

temperatures above 

100 ºc, the workshop 

resulted to be very 

warm.  

Potential breeding 

sites:  

1) numerous puddles 

of shallow water .    

2) buckets with 

stagnant water 

No Cx. pipiens s.l. 

mosquito larvae were 

found. 

Yard: it consisted of 

an area under a roof 

hanging from the 

main building, there 

were several water 

recycling machines 

placed against its 

warm outdoor wall.  

Potential breeding 

sites:  

1) puddles of water 

were surrounding the 

water recycling 

machines. Some of 

them were against 

the warm walls of the 

workshops that could 

have warmed them 

up and favour Cx. p. 

molestus breeding. 

2) buckets with 

stagnant water 

No Cx. pipiens s.l. 

mosquito larvae were 

found. 

 

Table 4.1. General description of industrial premises visited between 13th March 2005 

and 21st April 2005.  A total of 14 sites were visited but here only shown 5 sites that 
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presented greatest potential for Cx.p. molestus infestation. The remainder 9 sites can be 

found in the Appendix section A 4.1. 
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Table 4.2. PCR identification of larval samples from natural breeding sites collected 

randomly in the surrounding of the Beckton STW (see fig.4.1) 

 

Map  

reference 

Breeding site 

 

Autogeny 

 

Pcr screen 

 

No. of 

individuals 

A 

River Road Barking (single family) 

24/05/04 no p 3 

B Westminster Gardens 6/09/04 no p 3 

C Thames Road City farm pond 2/09/04 no p 3 

D Estuary close drain 2/09/04 no p 7 

E Jenkins Lane (single family) Sept/03 no p 5 

not shown Atcost Road swarming males 2/09/04 no p 3 

G Gooseley Lane bollard 27/09/03 no p 10 

H Westminster gardens a August 03* no p 10 

I Westminster gardens b August 03 no p 12 

n/a Westminster gardens August 03 (G1) yes m 4 

J G3-House** yes m 3 

K 2 adult males Cx. within house in farm no p 2 

position not 

known mixed larvae unknown barking 03 no p 8 

*The presence of Cx. p. molestus was verified only by the hatching of egg rafts oviposed after 

offering a blood meal, and the production of successive autogenous generations. ** Third 

generation produced from adults collected in a house 
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Fig. 4.3. Position of the larval collections within the Thameside City Farm (East-

London). See Figs.4.1a for the location of the farm in relation to the Beckton STW. The 

numbered triangles represent the position of the larval collections analyzed in table 4.3. 

(1 = bucket of stagnant water next to pigeon’s hut; 2=very muddy pond on the side of a 

fountain; 3=bucket of stagnant water close to chicken roost; 4=bucket of stagnant water 

next to at the rear of horse hut; 5=bucket of stagnant water next to a fountain; 6=bucket 

of stagnant water next to tomato plants; 7=bucket of stagnant water next to tomato 

plants ).

N 
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Breeding site Date of collection Mosquito species*# 

Site1 13/06/2005 Cx. p. pipiens (12) 

Site2 13/06/2005 Cx. p. pipiens (12) 

Site3 13/06/2005 Cx. p. pipiens (12) 

Site4 13/06/2005 Cx. p. pipiens (12) 

Site5 13/06/2005 Cx. p. pipiens (12) 

Site6 13/06/2005 Cx. p. pipiens (3)** 

Site7 27/09/2005 Cx. p. pipiens (12) 

*mosquito were identified to species by PCR  

**single family 

Table 4.3. PCR identification of larval samples collected in the Thameside City Farm 

(East- London) (Fig.4.3). Numbers in parentheses are number of specimens examined. 

All samples resulted to be Cx. p. pipiens. 
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Fig 4.4. Map showing positions of drain systems sampled in the surrounding of the 

Beckton STW. All drains were inspected through their entire lengths. Numbers refer to 

samples that yielded Cx. pipiens s.l. larvae (reported in Table 4.4). 
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Table 4.4. PCR identification of larval samples collected from the drains in the 

surrounding of the Beckton STW (Fig.4.4).  Numbers in parentheses are number of 

specimens examined. 

 

Drain  

Presence 

of larvae 

Larvaldensity** 

(Ind./250ml) Mosquito species 

Chaoats Road 1 (1) *** y 8.6 

Cx. p. pipiens and Cx. p. 

molestus(100)*# 

Chaoats Road 2 (2) *** y 11.6 Cx. p. pipiens (20)* 

Chaoats Road 3 (3) *** y 16.6 Cx. p. pipiens (20)* 

Chaoats Road 4 (4) *** y 11.3 Cx. p. pipiens (20)* 

River Road  (5) *** y 7.6 Cx. p. pipiens (15)* 

Stern Close1 (6) *** y 9 Cx. p. pipiens (20)* 

Stern Close2 (7) *** y 26.5 Cx. p. pipiens (20)* 

Wivenhoe Road (8) *** y 1.1 Cx. p. pipiens (10)* 

Estuary close   n n/a n/a 

Westminster Gardens  n n/a n/a 

*number of specimens tested   # 1 Cx. p. molestus and 99 Cx. p. pipiens   

***reference number on fig.7 
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Fig 4.5. An example of the PCR identification of Cx. pipiens s.l. carried out on egg rafts 

collected from hay infusion traps (96 well plates) in the surrounding areas of the 

Beckton STW.  a) Results for samples 1-48 b) Results for samples 49-92 plus controls. 

A total of  700 families (not all shown) were oviposed and all resulted to be Cx. p. 

pipiens (M= Cx. p. molestus Ve+; P= Cx. p. pipiens Ve+; C= Ve- ; SM= 1kb size 

marker; circles represent contaminated samples that were retested and confirmed to be 

Cx. p. pipiens).

 

 

 

SM 

a) 

b) 

M   P       C 
SM 
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Fig 4.6. Map of density of residents superimposed to the position of mosquito bite 

complaints in the Barking & Dagenham and Newham Boroughs during summer 2003 

(black circle) and 2004 (blue circle).  
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Fig. 4.7. The relationship between the a) number of biting complaints and the b) number 

of Cx. p. pipiens egg rafts collected and the density of residents in the Borough of 

Barking & Daghenham and Newham councils. For:  

a) Pearson correlation coefficient=-0.247 p-value=0.464;  

b) Pearson correlation coefficient=0.258; p-value=0.177. 

b) 
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Fig. 4.8. Wind speed and direction obtained from the a) Heathrow weather station (at 25 

m height) and b) Shoeburyness (at 2m height) (Met office- MIDAS land surface 

observation stations data). The upper and lower rows represent years 2003 and 2004 

respectively.  The columns represent months (July, August and September). Black 

arrows represent: daily wind direction recorded at 9 am while red arrows represent 

monthly mean wind direction. Lengths of vectors are proportional to the daily mean 

wind speed (in knots). MMWD = mean monthly wind direction; MMWS = mean 

monthly wind speed. 

 

MMWD= 215.007 °

MMWS= 6.9 knots

MMWD=169.1°

MMWS=7.9 knots

MMWD=218.9°

MMWS=8.1 knots

MMWD=217.6°

MMWS=10.2knots

MMWD=206.7°

MMWS=8.7 knots

MMWD=223.7°

MMWS=8.1 knots

N a) 

b) 
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Fig 4.9. The relationship between the monthly number of biting complaints in the 

Borough of Barking and Dagenham and the mean monthly recorded wind speed. 

(Pearson correlation coefficient = -0.124; p-value = 0.814) 
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Fig. 4.10. Possible additional sources of Cx. p. molestus other than the Beckton STW. 

Circles (1 to 5) are represent sewage pumping stations; Black rectangle represents 

Cross-ness STW. Possible barriers to mosquito movements from the Beckton STW to 

residential areas (north west of the Beckton STW) are main roads A 1020 and A406 

other than the Thames (not highlighted) (see main text page 80 for more information). 
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Chapter 5 

Culex pipiens s.l. host biting specificity and hybrids in relation 

to the risk of transmission of West Nile Virus to humans in 

Great Britain. 

 

5.1 Summary  
Mosquitoes of the group Culex pipiens s.l. have been most commonly implicated in 

West Nile virus (WNV) transmission in Europe and United States, and present a major 

taxonomic problem since, Cx. p. pipiens and Cx. p. molestus vary in physiology and 

behaviour with latitude, although remaining morphologically identical. 

 

In Great Britain, Cx. p. pipiens and Cx. p. molestus, are considered to be essentially 

separated biotypes, as they are not known to interbreed and are regarded to be 

respectively ornithophilic and anthropophilic. The development of a DNA based 

molecular test has enabled us to identify individuals of each form, re-examine the 

presence of a British hybrid form and the feeding behaviour of the two biotypes. 

Answering these questions is of paramount importance in a program of control to 

prevent WNV epidemics in Britain.  

 

This study, by means of the PCR screen, examines a total of 1492 Culex pipiens s.l. 

specimens from of a variety of British collections. No hybrids were detected probably 

because of factors such as differences in mating flight of the two forms, and harsh UK 

winters.  

 

The second part of the study focuses on an urban farm, where humans are living in close 

contact with animals including birds, and has proved excellent site for testing the biting 

preferences of the two forms. While Cx. p. pipiens were confirmed to be exclusively 

ornithophilic, Cx. p. molestus were found engorged mainly with human blood, but a few 

with pigeon blood. Thus it appears possible for Cx. p. molestus to be a “bridge vector” 

of WNV to humans. 
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5.2 Introduction 
West Nile virus (WNV) is arthropod-borne, and its primary cycle is maintained between 

birds, its natural reservoir host, mainly by mosquitoes (Malkinson & Banet, 2002). If an 

infected mosquito feeds on a human  (Murgue et al., 2001), it can transmit the virus. 

Mosquitoes of the species Culex pipiens were the primary vectors implicated in the 

most recent outbreaks of WNV in the United States and in Europe  (Higgs et. al., 2004). 

 

Already known in the Old World from 1937, in North America the virus made its first 

appearance in 1999 (Crook et. al., 2002), where outbreaks have expanded very rapidly, 

raising concerns about WNV arriving in Britain (Medlock et. al., 2005) .  

 

The large number of efficient mosquito vectors in the USA and the fact that the virus 

strain circulating is genetically distinct from that present in the Old-World, suggest that 

the risk of WNV epidemics in Britain may be relatively low (Crook et al., 2002).  

 

However, the UK is within the range of latitude that can support the WNV as shown by 

North American cases going as far as Saskatchewan, Canada (Higgs et al., 2004), and 

the WNV re-emergence in temperate Europe is due to migration of infected birds from 

Africa, many of which belong to the same bird species migrating to the British Isles, 

making it likely that the virus will reach the UK (Higgs et al., 2004). 

 

In addition, as climate changes in the British Isles are expected to lead to higher 

temperatures during winter and heavier rainfall during the summer (DJP-CD), it is likely 

that the local mosquito fauna will flourish and/or favour possible establishment of 

competent exotic mosquitoes, therefore increasing the risks of WNV transmission to 

humans (Medlock et al., 2005). 

 

Culex pipiens s.l. is likely to be the most important species in the amplification of WNV 

in the UK, since it is very common and exists in two biotypes, Cx. p. pipiens and Cx. p. 

molestus, that because they are known to be respectively ornithophilic and 

anthropophilic (Cranston et al., 1987), could be bridge vectors of WNV to humans if 

one of the two forms is capable of biting both humans and birds or the two forms 

interbreed giving rise to a new form with less focused biting preferences.  
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Culex pipiens is a complex presenting major taxonomic problems due to the many 

almost morphologically indistinguishable, physiological and behavioural variants. It 

includes closely related mosquitoes with wide geographical distributions, divided into 

subgroups (Sirivanakarn, 1977; Harbach, 1988). Within the pipiens category, the 

common most widely distributed representatives are Culex pipiens pipiens, and Culex 

quinquefasciatus, known as the northern and the southern house mosquito existing at 

temperate and tropical/sub-tropical/ latitudes respectively (Vinogradova, 2000).  

 

In Great Britain and northern Europe, Cx. p. pipiens and Cx. p. molestus are not known 

to interbreed.  Cx. p. pipiens is the common biotype. It is bird biting (ornithophilic), 

requires a blood meal for every egg production (anautogenous), open space for mating 

(eurygamous), surface breeding sites (epigeous) and undergoes a winter diapause 

(heterodynamic). Cx. p. molestus is considered exclusively human biting 

(anthopophilic), all life cycle stages can be found all year round (homodynamic), does 

not require a blood meal for its first egg production (autogenous), breeds in restricted 

and confined spaces (stenogamous) which are mainly under ground (hypogeous) or 

sheltered at constant temperature (Vinogradova, 2000; Byrne and Nichols, 1999) .  

 

In southern Europe the two forms can interbreed and, although hybrids seems to be 

more sensitive to cold winters, there is still some gene flow that can result in the mixing 

of characters normally specific to each form (Magnin et al., 1987; Chevillon et al., 

1995,). On the other hand, the two biotypes are still isolated and this can result in 

significant differences between neighbouring populations (Chevillon et al., 1998). 

 

In Egypt and most of Israel the two forms are essentially indistinct, the populations are 

stenogamous and mainly anthropophilic, but variable with regard to autogeny ( 

Nudelman et al., 1988; Gad et al., 1995). 

 

Cx. quinquefasciatus is not sympatric with Cx. p. molestus  (Medlock et al., 2005), and 

it is reproductively isolated from temperate Cx.p. pipiens in South Africa, but not in 

California (Cornel, 2003). Even though Cx.p.pipiens and Cx. quinquefasciatus 

populations are geographically separated, when their ranges overlap, hybridization often 

occurs with the resulting appearance of intermediate forms. Areas of hybridization 

occur in North America , Northern Japan, the Middle East and Southeastern Australia ( 

Almiron et al., 1995 ).  
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In the USA, a novel form that genetically resembles a hybrid between the two European 

biotypes (molestus and typical pipiens s.s.) has been found in a recent study that used 

DNA microsatellite genotyping. This new form is thought to have increased the severity 

of WNV outbreaks in USA because it is capable of feeding on both birds and humans, 

thus serving as an  efficient WNV bridge vector (Fonseca et al., 2004). 

 

In addition, Fonseca et. al (2004) study showed that under ground British Cx. p. 

molestus  have a genetic signature more similar to southern European autogenous 

populations than to UK surface breeding Culex pipiens s.s .(Fonseca et al., 2004a), and 

a separate population study using isoenzymes on Cx. p. pipiens and Cx. p. molestus 

from London underground railway system also suggested that the two populations are 

very isolated in Britain (Byrne and Nichols, 1999).  

 

However, as mentioned above, a warmer and wetter British climate may favour the 

establishment of foreign hybrids such as those present in the Mediterranean, southern 

Europe or in the USA by passive transportation or indeed favour interbreeding of the 

two indigenous pipiens forms. This process may be in the early stages and occur at a 

very low frequency, thus not been detected by the two earlier studies highlighted above, 

which examined limited sample sizes.   

 

It also appears evident that, according to the latitude, there is variability within the 

Culex pipiens complex in terms of physiology and behaviour. For arthropod-borne 

pathogens such as WNV, the feeding behaviour of the vector is crucial in the control of 

epidemics (Kilpatrick et al., 2006), and to date there is a lack of experimental evidence 

either in the wild or under laboratory conditions aimed at testing the dual avian 

mammalian biting capacity of Cx. pipiens s.l. in Britain. 

 

D. Fonseca (Bahnck & Fonseca, 2006) developed a simple PCR derived from her earlier 

population study, which employs microsatellite markers specific to each British Cx. p. 

pipiens form.  

 

Aim of the work here presented was to undertake a test on a large sample of Culex 

pipiens s.l. for the presence of hybrids between the two forms. The study was conducted 

mainly in areas where a Cx. p. molestus biting nuisance existed and where both pipiens 
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forms were available, close to international airports (London City and Heathrow 

airports) so as to maximize the chance of detecting Culex pipiens s.l. foreign 

immigrants; one sample was collected and provided to us from the north-east of 

England, where people were not known to be plagued by human biting Culex pipiens s.l 

and far away from any international airport so as to act as a negative control population.  

 

In addition, a second important aim was that to carry the first field study in which it was 

possible to test the biting specificity of UK Cx. p. pipiens versus Cx. p. molestus . The 

experiments were carried out in a farm in East London where in the summer months the 

two forms have a wide choice of hosts that in the context of WNV importantly included 

humans and pigeons. 

 

5.3 Materials and Methods 

5.3.1 Mosquito collections and rearing 
Mosquito collections of various origins and types (table 5.4)   were reared to larvae 

and/or adults in insectaries maintained at a temperature of 28 ±1 °C, a light to dark 

cycle of 12:12 hours and a relative humidity of 75± 5 %.Adult biting females either 

blood fed and non-blood fed were collected, while at rest on walls, with a mouth 

aspirator. Larvae and adults were frozen at – 80 °C, while awaiting analysis. 

 

Larval breeding sites were sampled with a soup ladle if within easy reach, otherwise 

with a bucket attached to a rope. Egg rafts were collected with a metal spoon from traps 

consisting of white plastic tubs (20 cm x 30cm x 15cm) containing hay infusions 

prepared according to a recipe by Reiter (1983) known to attract Culex spp.. 

 

5.3.2 PCR screening for Culex pipiens s.l. hybrids 
Mosquito collections were taken randomly at and within 2.5 km of the Beckton sewage 

treatment works, as we knew that Cx. p. molestus overwinters there under ground and 

for years has caused a human biting nuisance. In addition, all Barking collections (table 

5.4) were collected in close proximity (within 4 km) of the London City airport, to 

which international flights arrive. The ‘Hounslow sewage works’ population was 

included as coming from within the Mogden sewage treatment works (West London) , 

where, as in Beckton a Cx. p. molestus biting nuisance exists, and it includes samples 

from under ground and above ground close to Heathrow international airport (less than 
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8 km). Durham consisted of extracted mosquito genomic DNA samples supplied from 

Durham University and collected in the city of Durham, where Newcastle airport is 

about 30 km away, therefore providing a population from an area less close to 

international traffic and where no Cx. p. molestus biting nuisance existed. 

5.3.3 Culex pipiens s.l. feeding behaviour 
Set up of Culex pipiens s.l. feeding behaviour experiment was carried out in the wild at 

the Thameside City farm (Beckton, East London) which is in an area plagued by Cx. p. 

molestus biting nuisance (confirmed by the PCR screen of few adult biting specimens 

collected at the farm in 2004 and in a house in barking in 2003) and where Cx. p. 

pipiens is also extremely abundant (A. Curtotti  and C.A. Malcolm, unpublished) 

(fig.5.3). Therefore, during the summer months the two Cx. pipiens forms were present 

simultaneously at the farm, which was therefore an excellent 0.4 ha site. The pigeon hut 

(domestic pigeon-Columba livia- and mice as hosts) was situated only 37 m away from 

the farmer’s house (human and dog hosts) and only 56 m away from the caravan 

(human hosts) (fig.5.3). While we would have preferred only humans in the house and 

pigeons in the hut, it was not possible to avoid presence of dogs and infestation of mice, 

respectively. These secondary hosts were therefore included in the study. The caravan 

and the farmer’s house were at a distance of 36 m. These distances were easily within 

mosquito flight range. Blood-fed and non-blood fed adults were collected with an oral 

aspirator, while resting on walls or feeding on the host, on even nights over a period of 

four weeks in 2005 (26/07/2005 to 5/08/2005 and 31/08/2005 to 21/09/2005) and 2 

weeks in 2006 (31/07/06 to16/07/06). Collection was done from one hour before dusk 

to one hour after dawn. Mosquitoes collected were taken to the laboratory and 

immediately frozen at – 80 °C. 

 

5.3.4 DNA extractions and PCR identification of Cx. p. pipiens and Cx. 

p. molestus 
Please refer to the General Material and Methods section 2.2 and 2.3 

 

5.3.5 Mosquito blood meal analysis 
Mosquito blood meals were analysed by means of a precipitin test (Bull, 1923). Anti-

human whole serum, anti-dog whole serum, anti-mouse whole serum were 

manufactured by SIGMA Aldrich; Anti-pigeon IgG was produced by 

AUTOGENBIOCLEAR. All antisera were tested for cross reactivity with control 
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bloods (human, dog, pigeon, mouse), which was run alongside all test batches to ensure 

they were conducted correctly. Each sample was tested first against the antiserum of the 

most likely host the mosquito in view of the collection site. If the result was negative 

then it was tested against the second most likely host and so on.  

5.3 6 Statistical analysis 
Chi- Squared tests were carried out by using Minitab® Release 14 Statistical Software 

for Windows, in order to test if there was 1) an association with places in which the two 

Cx. pipiens biotypes were found (table 5.1 and 5.2) and 2) an association with the type 

of blood meals that was taken from each Cx. pipiens biotype (table 5.3). 

5.4 Results 

5.4.1 Screening of populations of Culex pipiens s.l. for presence of 

hybrids 
Polymerase chain reaction using CQ11F2, molCQ11R, pipCQ11R primers allowed the 

screening of the Culex pipiens populations collected from a variety of sites for the 

presence of both Cx.p. molestus (286 bp) and Cx. p. pipiens specific (266 bp) 

microsatellite alleles (lane 1 to 5 Fig 5.1; Lane 1 to 14 Fig.5.2). 1482 samples were 

screened in order to determine whether there were any hybrid form that would amplify 

both microsatellite alleles specific to each biotype. No hybrids have been detected, thus 

supporting the view that the two Culex pipiens forms are essentially separate (table 5.1). 

86% of the samples (1279) were found to be Cx. p. pipiens and 13.7% (203) Cx. p. 

molestus. Cx. p. molestus were found either within sewage treatment works premises in 

mainly under ground larval breeding sites (Beckton sewage works(57); Mogden sewage 

works (5)), or as adult biting and non biting females (farm (130); house(6); Durham(1)), 

or in very small quantity from first generation of larvae collected from natural breeding 

sites (natural breeding sites (4); Durham(72)). Cx. p. pipiens were found in an extensive 

collection from hay infusion traps (trap (959)), in natural larval breeding sites in the 

Barking area (natural breeding sites (86)), as adult females, some of which had bitten 

and some had not, in proximity of hosts (farm (121)), and as larvae breeding above 

ground within sewage treatment works (Mogden sewage works (41)). These collections 

were made throughout the year 2003, 2004 and 2005. It is confirmed that Cx. p. 

molestus larval breeding sites can be found mainly under ground and only on one 

occasion it was found in an above ground natural breeding site (natural breeding sites 

(4)). Cx. p. pipiens were collected in a wider variety of sites and can also easily be 
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trapped with hay infusions highlighting the different choice of breeding sites between 

the two biotypes (Chi-Sq = 862, DF = 5, P-Value < 0.001). 

 

5.4.2 Identification of blood-fed and non-blood fed Cx. p. pipiens and 

Cx. p. molestus collected at the Thameside City farm 
Blood-fed and non blood-fed Culex pipiens s.l. collected at the Thameside City farm 

were identified to biotype by PCR. This has allowed to assess which biotype was found 

in proximity of different hosts, in our case the farmer’s house and caravan where 

mammals (humans and dogs) were present and a pigeon hut inhabited by pigeons and 

mice (table 5.2).  

 

A total of 665 mosquitoes were collected over the summers 2005 and 2006, 231 of 

which were collected from the caravan and farmer’s house and 434 from the pigeon hut. 

Blood fed Cx. p. molestus were found to be the great majority (184) in proximity of 

humans and dogs, and in very small numbers (17) in the pigeon hut.  

  

Non-blood fed Cx. p. molestus was found more often (57) in the pigeon hut and less 

(37) in the caravan and farmer’s house. Blood-fed Cx. p. pipiens was collected 

exclusively from the pigeon hut (251) and never (0) in proximity of humans and dogs. 

Non blood-fed Cx. p. pipiens were collected in great numbers (109) in the pigeon hut, 

and in very small numbers (10) in the caravan and/or farmer’s house. Chi-squared test 

of samples revealed a very strong association between the Culex pipiens biotype and 

location of collection (Chi-Sq = 155.7, DF = 3, P-Value < 0.001).  

 

5.4.3 Identification of bloodmeals of Cx. p. pipiens and Cx. p. molestus 

collected at Thameside City farm 
Blood-fed Culex pipiens s.l. were tested for the origin of their blood meal with an 

immunoprecipitation test (precipitin test) (Table 5.3). Cx. p. molestus had fed mainly on 

humans (109 positives), but also on dogs (48 positives). Only 10 out of the 17 Cx. p. 

molestus collected from the pigeon hut could be confirmed to have fed on pigeons 

(Table 5.2 and 5.3). Cx. p. pipiens were found to have fed exclusively on pigeons (218), 

confirming its very focused biting behaviour. A small percentage of specimens did not 

react (9.4 % Cx. p. molestus and 13.7 % Cx. p. pipiens) to any antibody, but this is 

expected with this type of test. It is important to note that the antiserum used to test for 
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pigeon blood, was composed only of anti-pigeon specific IgG unlike all the other anti-

sera that were whole and therefore composed of a range of immunoglobulin types. This 

is probably the reason why a greater proportion of Cx. p. pipiens blood meals could not 

be identified (Goldsby et al., 2000). Chi-squared test of samples confirmed a very 

strong degree of association with the Culex pipiens biotype and host which they had fed 

on. (Chi-Sq= 77.4, DF=3, P-value< 0.001). 

 

5.5 Discussion 

5.5 1 Absence of Culex pipiens s.l. hybrids 
Table 5.1 shows that no Culex pipiens s.l. hybrids have been found amongst the samples 

close to the London city airport and to the Heathrow airport, nor in the population from 

the city of Durham. These results derive from collection types that, being very varied 

(e.g. larval, adult; above ground; under ground; close to airports; away from airports; in 

areas where Cx. p. molestus was known to be present), should maximize the chance of 

finding hybrids. Given the fairly large sample size of 1492 mosquitoes screened and the 

different types of collections, it seems not unreasonable to conclude that Culex pipiens 

hybrids in Britain would occur either not at all or at a very low/negligible frequency. 

 

This may be a reflection of the fact that, as found in southern Mediterranean areas, 

hybrids struggle to survive colder winters (Fonseca et al., 2004). Since samples were 

taken in areas close to two main London airports, it seems unlikely at this stage that US-

like hybrids have established in Britain, although the situation may change, and is in 

need of periodical monitoring, since they survive the rigorous North American winters 

(Fonseca et al., 2004). 

 

Presence of mating barriers between the two British forms have already been 

highlighted and are very likely to explain the absence of hybrids found in our screening. 

As mentioned above, Cx. p. pipiens is eurygamous whereas Cx. p. molestus is 

stenogamous. In fact, crosses between under ground autogeonous and above ground 

anatogenous British Culex pipiens led to no oviposition (Byrne and Nichols, 1999), 

although the cross was conducted only one direction and may need further investigation. 

These data were also supported by allozyme analysis, that include a human biting 

population from Beckton. Absence of gene flow was confirmed amongst above 

ground/below ground forms and this is thought to be due to the fact that the two 
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populations spend most of the year physically separated, genetic drift following 

hypogeous isolation of the molestus form,  or the mechanisms of pleiotropy and/or 

genetic hitchhiking (Byrne and Nichols, 1999).  

 

Cx. p. molestus mating strategy is known to be very different from Cx. p. pipiens. 

Cx. p. pipiens males swarm at dusk in wide open areas and use physical markers as a 

point of reference while females emerge from the foliage, dash into the swarm and unite 

with a male (Vinogradova, 2000). 

 

On the other hand, Cx. p. molestus has never been observed engaging into a swarm and 

is known to mate in the restricted and confined space of a cage/or smaller 

(Vinogradova, 2000). 

 

Interestingly, it is thought that differences in mating flights account for the low 

percentage (1%) of hybrid Culex pipiens s.l. also in warmer climates, such as Italy  

(Urbanelli et al., 1981). This figure was found to represent at the maximum 10.2 % of 

the total Culex pipiens s.l.  population of the southern Mediterranean populations where 

they are also known to be very sensitive to cold winters (Fonseca et al., 2004). 

 

Our results also highlight the physical separation of the breeding sites of the two pipiens 

forms not only during winter, but also during the summer months (Beckton STW ; 

oviposition trap; natural breeding sites; Mogden sewage works) where Cx. p. molestus 

is expected to spread above ground and share some breeding pools with Cx. p. pipiens . 

Information in the literature about specific differences in breeding site water of  Cx. p. 

pipiens versus Cx. p. molestus is scarce and our data indicate that the choice of breeding 

site is usually different and may contribute in keeping the two forms physically 

separate. 

 

As a consequence of warming of the British climate, it is feared the establishment of 

foreign WNV bridge vectors, e.g. the novel US form that may become a reproductively 

isolated population and be able to survive winters. The worldwide spread of the A2B2 

haplotype, which confers insecticide resistance to mosquitoes illustrates the fact that 

foreign immigrants are being passively transported between countries.  
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A submitted paper reports a Scottish Cx. p. molestus population carrying the A2B2 

allele (Mehmet et al., 2006) . The authors came to the conclusion that this population 

was of foreign origin, since esterase binding pattern analysis and PCR fragment 

restriction enzyme digests showed lack of interbreeding and no evidence of presence of 

the A2B2 haplotype in local Culex pipiens s.l. collected in the immediate vicinity, 

where no history of usage of insecticide was recorded.  This finding demonstrates that 

such events can take place in northern Europe without the prerequisite of climate 

change  (Mehmet et al., 2006), thus being an example of early detection, even where 

above ground and below ground Culex pipiens s.l.  populations failed to interbreed with 

local Cx. p. pipiens. 

 

In support of the fact that differences in mating flight keep Cx. p. molestus and Cx. p. 

pipiens reproductively isolated, it is important to note that in more southerly populations 

(France, Spain, Italy) the A2-B2 allele has been found also in hypogeous populations of 

Culex pipiens s.l. and, assuming that these were of the molestus form, it does not 

necessarily indicate frequent gene exchange, leading to hybrid forms, as the insecticide 

exerts a very strong selection pressure that has helped to establish insecticide resistance 

starting from a few mutant individuals (Byrne and Nichols, 1999).  

 

In addition, passive transportation of individuals may not necessarily mean that they 

will have more chance to interbreed. In fact, a recent microsaltellite study, highlights the 

fact that worldwide autogenous Culex pipiens group together separately from the 

anatogenous Culex pipiens that also cluster together. It is hypothesized that British Cx. 

p.  molestus originates from southern Europe, and passive transportation seems to offer 

the most likely explanation as man-made facilities offered warm and nutrient rich under 

ground settings (Fonseca et al., 2004). In this scenario, Culex pipiens s.l. populations 

that live geographically close but differ in autogeny/anautogeny seem to hardly ever 

interbreed. 

 

Another factor that may explain the absence of hybrids, may be cytoplasmic 

incompatibility due to differences in Wolbachia infections of maternally inherited 

endosymbiotic bacteria (Duron et al., 2005). In fact, it has been demonstrated in a 

global study that British Cx. p. pipiens carry a unique strain of Wolbachia (Duron et al., 

2005), whereas British specimens of Cx. p. molestus bear that most commonly found in 
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southern Europe which would further limit gene flow between populations, irrespective 

of forms (Magnin et al., 1987; Duron & Weill, 2005). 

 

Since the two British pipiens forms carry different strains of Wolbachia, there is likely 

to be cytoplasmic incompatibility and no hybrid progeny from any cross mating which 

occurs.  

 

Further studies need to be carried out to ascertain the extent to which differences in 

Wolbachia and mating behaviour prevent Culex pipiens in Britain and in Europe from 

interbreeding. All possible crosses should be studied between forms within and between 

countries, in order to determine the extent to which British populations of Cx. p. pipiens 

are being influenced by immigrants. At this stage it is also not clear what part warmer 

climates and the selection pressures exerted by esterase alleles play in favouring greater 

spatial/temporal overlap of the two forms. 

 

5.5.2 Culex pipiens s.l. feeding behaviour 
From table 5.2 it is clear that Cx. p. pipiens and Cx. p. molestus choose different hosts. 

While blood fed Cx. p. molestus were found for the great majority in the farmer’s house, 

blood fed Cx. p. pipiens were exclusively present in the pigeon hut. Another striking 

difference is that more non blood-fed Cx. p. molestus were found in proximity to 

pigeons than non blood-fed Cx. p. pipiens in proximity to human/dogs. This may 

indicate a milder degree of attraction of Cx. p. molestus to non mammalian hosts, which 

prolongs the resting time for a female in the vicinity of a pigeon before biting a pigeon 

host. On the other hand, very few non-blood fed Cx. p. pipiens were found in the 

farmer’s house. These were probably seeking a warmer shelter during the cooler 

summer nights, while many were collected in the pigeon hut. 

 

Further mosquito blood meal analysis (table 5.3) revealed that 10 out of 17 Cx. p. 

molestus collected in the pigeon shelter were engorged with pigeon blood. The great 

majority (109 out of 184) of Cx. p. molestus collected in the farmer’s house had fed on 

human blood, some (48 out of 184) fed on dogs, and a minority (15 out of 109) fed on 

both human and dog.  However, Cx. p. pipiens showed extremely focused preferences, 

in fact it was confirmed to be biting exclusively pigeons (218 out of 251).  
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These results confirms that the two forms behave very differently and that there is a 

strong association between site of collection and Culex pipiens biotype, as well as Culex 

pipiens form and type of blood meal they had taken. 

First of all, this study reveals that Cx. p. molestus is both a mammalian and an avian 

biter in Britain. The development of the PCR identification enabled us to clarify this 

point.  

 

Indeed, three recent literature reviews on potential vectors of WNV in Britain made 

statements not directly backed up by the reference cited. The first gave little 

consideration to Cx. p. molestus (Crook et al., 2002), the second suggested at least 

dual/avian mammalian biting capacity of both Culex pipiens biotypes (Higgs et al., 

2004) and the third declared that Cx. p. molestus is a voraciously ornithophilic and 

anthropophilic (Medlock et al., 2005). In the latter, (Mattingly, 1951) did not clearly 

referred to British Cx. p. molestus but only stressed that biting preference is a variable 

trait in southern parts of Europe. 

 

Secondly this study is the first of its kind in the UK, because it was carried out in the 

field and in a farm with a choice of hosts and presence of both the Cx. p. pipiens forms. 

Thirdly, this work emphasises that it is essential that findings on non-British Cx. p. 

pipiens are not applied in the UK, since this has been a mistake in the past and has led 

to major confusion and misunderstanding about the Culex pipiens complex and in the 

assessment of the risk of Culex pipiens s.l. as a bridge vector for WNV. 

 

This field experiment is thus able to confirm the bird biting capacity of Cx. p. molestus 

as well as the fact that, unlike Cx. p. pipiens, it is not very focused, and may be biting 

others mammals, even though no specimen was found blood fed in the proximity of 

horses during our preliminary experiments and no mouse blood was detected despite the 

abundance of mice in the pigeon hut. 

 

5.5.3 Implication for WNV  
It has been asserted that WNV urban outbreaks are dangerous when associated with Cx. 

p. molestus  (Hubálek, 2000). It is still not clear if the outbreaks referred to and that re-

emerged in Europe recently were caused or exacerbated by hybrids. The ability of 

British Cx. p. molestus to bite both humans and birds means that it could be a bridge 
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vector for the WNV, and that it needs to be monitored as part of a program of control of 

West Nile fever.  However, high vectorial capacity would require equal preference for 

biting humans and birds. Our data so far shows Cx. p. molestus biting birds for only 5.5 

% of its meals. Therefore with current data we cannot consider Cx. p. molestus a major 

threat in case of  WNV arrival in Britain, especially if we consider the fact that its 

distribution is rather patchy in Britain, although generally very abundant when present.   

 

A recent paper shows that WNV epidemics in North America are likely to be driven 

also by a shift in Culex pipiens biting behaviour from avian to mammalian. This study 

was based on the observation that North American human infections with WNV peaked 

during late summer and early fall, and this, it was demonstrated, was associated with a 

decrease in American robins the preferred host of Culex pipiens, and other WNV 

competent avian hosts after these birds disperse and migrate following breeding. This 

change in biting behaviour may reflect an increase in Culex pipiens hybridization in 

North America, although it has yet to be tested and a shift due to robin decrease offers a 

more parsimonious alternative (Kilpatrick et al., 2006). In addition, US WNV outbreaks 

are thought to be caused by a more virulent virus strain as compared to that present in 

Europe, as well as birds of America being naïve to infections therefore prone to develop 

a high viremia. A shift in feeding behaviour of British Culex pipiens s.l. seems less 

likely to happen, since no hybrids have been detected in this and previous studies, 

although it cannot be ruled out yet. 

 

In addition, collections of Cx. p. molestus at the farm showed a dramatic increase 

towards the end of the summer (first three weeks of September, year 2005) and greatly 

outnumbered Cx. p. pipiens that peaked in July-first week of August (Curtotti and 

Malcolm unpublished). 

 

This seems to be explained by the fact that Cx. p. molestus towards the end of the 

summer has had enough time to expand its population and Cx. p. pipiens numbers has 

already dramatically decreased.  

 

These preliminary data, tell us that Cx. p. molestus may be able to transmit WNV to 

humans in Britain at the end of the summer, after Cx. p. pipiens has acted as an enzootic 

vector. Furthermore, pigeons were the bird hosts which we studied and which are 

relevant especially in urban settings where pigeons are known to be widely diffused. 
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However, assessment of risk of WNV transmission from mosquitoes to humans have to 

take account of abundance of the mosquito vector, WNV infection prevalence, biting 

behaviour, and vector competence (Kilpatrick et al., 2006). Vector competence of WNV 

in Britain has not been investigated to date, and although British migratory and non 

migratory birds have been found carrying WNV antibodies, no live WNV has been 

detected (Buckley et al., 2003) and no humans or mosquitoes have been found infected 

(Hulme et al., 2002)  

 

5.5.6 Conclusions 
No hybrids of the two Culex pipiens forms have been detected in Britain. This finding 

may partly explain why WNV outbreaks have not yet hit this country and may never do, 

especially because US Culex pipiens hybrids are thought to have favoured the rapid 

spread of this arthropod borne disease. Characteristics of hybrids will need to be further 

studied, but their increased ability to act as bridge vectors seems to be attributed to their 

dual avian-mammalian biting capacity (Fonseca et al., 2004).  In addition, our field 

study shows that British Cx. p. molestus, although having a very strong human-

mammalian preference, will occasionally bite birds. On the other hand, Cx. p. pipiens 

has been found to be exclusively ornithophilic. 

 

Further information is needed in order to have a clear picture of the dynamics of WNV 

transmission to humans (e.g. vector competence in Britain), and the present data suggest 

that Cx. p. molestus in Britain should be monitored as part of a program of control of 

WNV, although considering its low density and the fact that we have found Cx. p. 

molestus taking only 5.5 % of its meals from birds, its potential as WNV vector remains 

low. 
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Fig. 5.1 PCR identification of Cx. p. molestus collected from the Thameside city farm 

(East-London) as blood-fed adult females in a house occupied by humans and dogs. 

Lane 1 to 5: CQ11F2 and MolCQ11R primers amplifying Cx. p. molestus CQ11 

microsatellite allele. Lane 7: Cx. p. molestus positive control. Lane 8: Cx. p. pipiens 

positive control. Lane 9: negative control. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.2 PCR identification of adult female Cx. p. pipiens reared from natural larval 

breeding sites in the vicinity of the Thameside city farm (East London).  Lane 1 to 14 

pipCQ11R and CQ11F2 primers amplifying Cx. p. pipiens CQ11 microsatellite allele. 

Lane 15: Cx. p. molestus positive control. Lane 16: Cx. p. pipiens positive control. Lane 

17: negative control. 
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Location Place of collection Cx. p. molestus  CQ11 allele Cx. p. pipiens  CQ11 allele Total

Barking, London Beckton, sewage works * 57 0 57

Barking, London trap 0 959 959

Barking, London natural breeding sites 4 86 90

Barking, London farm 130 121 251

Barking, London house 6 0 6

Hounslow, London Mogden, sewage works ** 5 41 46

Durham Durham 1 72 73

203 1279 1482Total

* samples collected under ground     **samples collected on the surface and under ground

 

Table 5.1. PCR identification of Culex pipiens s.l. samples collected from London borough of Barking&Dagenham (Barking), London borough of 

Hounslow (Hounslow), city of Durham (Durham). No specimens were found in which both Cx.p. pipiens and Cx. p. molestus CQ11 microsatellite 

allele were amplified. For information on mosquito collection types and origin see appendix. 
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Status of blood feeding Mosquito biotype Caravan and farmer's house Pigeon hut 

Blood Fed Cx. p. molestus 184 17

Unfed Cx. p. molestus 37 57

Blood Fed Cx. p. pipiens 0 251

Unfed Cx. p. pipiens 10 109

Chi-Sq = 456.984, DF = 3, P-Value < 0.001

 

Table 5.2. PCR identification of Cx. p. pipiens and Cx. p. molestus collected in 

structures with human or avian hosts at Thameside city farm (East London). 

 

 

Mosquito 

species 

(blood fed)

Anti-human 

whole serum

Anti-dog 

whole serum

Anti-human & 

Anti-dog

whole serum

Anti-pigeon 

IgG

Anti-mouse 

whole serum

Not reacting to 

any antibodiesCx. 

molestus 109 48 15 10 0 15

Cx. pipiens 0 0 0 218 0 33

chi square = 383.969;  DF =4;  p < 0.001

 

Table 5.3. Blood meal identification of Cx. p. pipiens and Cx. p. molestus by means of 

precipitin test. For information on mosquito collection types and origin and on type of 

antiserum employed see appendix and material and methods section, respectively. 

 

Site Year

Culex pipiens

sample Nearest airport

Beckton Sewage treatment works

( Barking, East London)
2003-2004-2005 larvae London City < 4 Km

Beckton Sewage treatment works 

(Barking, East London)
2003-2004 egg rafts London City < 4 Km

Surroundings of Beckton Sewage treatment 

works (Barking, East London)
2004-2005 larvae London City < 4 Km

Thameside city farm 

(Barking, East London)
2005-2006 adult females London City < 4 Km

House in Barking 

(Barking, East London)
2003 adult females London City < 4 Km

Mogden sewage treatment works 

(Hounslow, West London)
2005 larvae Heathrow < 8 km

Durham 

(County of Durham)
2005 genomic DNA Newcastle < 30 km

 
Table 5.4. Information on mosquito collection types and origin. 
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Chapter 6  

General Discussion 

6.1 Main findings 
The research study undertaken during this PhD aimed to contribute to the knowledge on 

the Culex pipiens complex in Great Britain through a field and an experimental 

investigation.  It was also an aim to update the present understanding on the host biting 

specificity of the two Cx. pipiens forms, if they can form hybrids as well as evaluating 

their larval habitats.  

 

The results obtained are summarized as they appear in the results chapters and also 

discussed in the context of the risk of transmission of the West Nile Virus (WNV) to 

humans in Great Britain and in the control of a Cx. p. molestus biting nuisance.  

Suggestions for future research are also proposed. 

 

6.2 Chapter 3 

Culex pipiens molestus infestation in the Beckton Sewage Treatment 

Works (STW) (East-London). 
Cx. p. molestus was confirmed to breed extensively within the Beckton Sewage 

Treatment Works, a place that is likely to be a perennial habitat where the Cx. p. 

molestus biting nuisance in the Barking&Daghenham and Newham councils may have 

stemmed from and may have been maintained throughout many years.  The analysis of 

larval density among seasons demonstrated the seasonality pattern of the Cx. p. 

molestus infestation in the Beckton STW, being autumn the season in which larvae were 

found to be most abundant.  

 

The analysis of risk factors on the Cx. p. molestus larval habitats within the Beckton 

Sewage Treatment Works strongly suggested that temperature, season, water depth and 

type of container are likely to be the most important risk factors in favouring its 

infestation. 
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However, the analysis also suggests that Cx. p. molestus is capable to breed in 

substantial numbers in clear water, underground, in partial shade, and under cold winter 

temperatures. In addition, it was found that Cx. p. molestus does not necessarily infest 

close sites, apparently offering identical settings in terms of water, illumination, site 

depth and temperature. 

 

Overall, it was highlighted that the causes of the infestation in the Beckton STW lie 

primarily in the poor of management of the industrial premises that require repair of 

wall cracks, pipe leakages of water and sewage and possible alternative design of 

drainage pumps. 

 

6.3 Chapter 4 

Cx. p. molestus dispersal in the surrounding of the Beckton Sewage 

treatment Works. 
No Cx. p. molestus above ground breeding sites were found despite the intensive and 

extensive study that included positioning hay infusion oviposition traps, collections 

over two summers, surveys of natural breeding sites (random collections and drain 

system) and winter visits of several industrial premises. 

 

The hay infusion oviposition traps, resulted to be very effective for Cx. p. pipiens 

oviposing females but not at all for Cx.p. molestus females, which highlights the 

differences in their behaviour. 

 

The analysis of data of mosquito bite complaints collected from the Boroughs of 

Barking&Daghenham and Newham and the wind speed and wind direction showed no 

positive significant correlation.  Therefore, it was concluded that, with the current data, 

it was not possible to confirm whether Cx. p. molestus can be dispersed by the wind 

from the Beckton Sewage Treatment Works or it takes advantage of the boundary layer 

where wind velocities do not exceed its flight capabilities. On the basis of existing 

literature and the results of this research study, it was hypothesized that Cx. p. molestus 

could actively move from and towards the Beckton STW to obtain its blood meals. 
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6.4 Chapter 5 

Culex pipiens s.l. host biting specificity and hybrids in relation to the 

risk of transmission of West Nile Virus to humans in Britain 
Individuals of each Cx. pipiens biotype were re-examined for the presence of a British 

hybrid form and their feeding behaviour. Amongst a total of 1492 Culex pipiens s.l. 

specimens from of a variety of British collections, no hybrids were found probably due 

to the differences in mating flight of the two forms, and harsh UK winters.  

 

The second part of the study focused on an urban farm, where humans were living in 

close contact with animals including birds. While Cx. p. pipiens were confirmed to be 

exclusively ornithophilic, Cx. p. molestus were found engorged mainly with human 

blood, but a few (5.5%) with pigeon blood.  

 

6.5 Implication for Cx. p. molestus control in the Barking&Daghenham 

and Newham Boroughs 
Efficient mosquito control strategies are usually based on the reduction/elimination of 

the larval breeding sites of the mosquito species responsible for the nuisance, other than 

other preventative measures such as education of the public to personal protection and 

of standing water management (Craven & Roehrig, 2001).   

 

It emerges from this research study that the Cx. p. molestus biting nuisance in Beckton 

is not simple, although the results in Chapters 3 and 4, strongly suggest that Cx. p. 

molestus larval breeding sites were confined almost exclusively to the Beckton STW.  

 

From a mosquito control perspective, the results are good news because it seems 

extremely likely that a proper treatment of the Beckton STW can result in a substantial 

reduction and/or a temporary elimination of the biting nuisance in the 

Barking&Daghenham and Newham councils.  

 

In a review of the role played by British mosquitoes in the potential transmission of  the 

WNV in Britain, Medlock et al.(2005) states that Cx. p. molestus can be easily 

controlled due to the sporadic and localized nature of its outbreaks. I partly agree with 

this view, but it is also important to remember that in London and in the Mogden 
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Sewage Treatment Works (West-London), complete control of Cx. p. molestus 

outbreaks have failed with many re-occurrences of biting nuisance. 

 

In addition, the unpredictable nature of Cx. p. molestus was also evident from the 

analysis carried out on of its larval habitat in Chapter 3, where the adults were observed 

breeding often in substantial numbers in clear water, underground, in partial shade, and 

under cold winter temperatures. In addition, it was also found that Cx. p. molestus does 

not necessarily infest identically built close sites, apparently offering the same settings 

in terms of temperature, water depth and type of container. 

 

Unfortunately, little importance to the topic of habitat colonization by Cx. p. molestus 

larvae has been given and if analyzed quantitatively this process may hold important 

cues for the control of its biting nuisances. 

 

In the former Soviet Union efficient proper technical and sanitary-epidemiological 

survellaince measures have been regularly adopted in the design and construction of 

house basements and underground buildings (Aksenova, 1979; Vinogradova, 2000) in 

order to control Cx. p. molestus biting nuisances.  Furthermore, in sewage treatment 

works, sanitary-hydrotechnical measures have been in practice and mainly based on the 

results of ecological studies on Cx. pipiens s.l. in sewage filtration fields at 

Novocherkass, Rostov-on-Don region (II'chenko, 1973). The II’ Chencko (1973) study, 

evidenced further that the successfull development of larval and adult stages of Cx. p. 

molestus appeared to be exclusively rooted in technological lapses, in particular water 

leakages that once eliminated brought the problem to an end.  Likewise, from the results 

of the analysis of Cx. p. molestus larval habitats in Chapter 3, it seems that an efficient 

control of the Cx. p. molestus biting nuisance in the Barking&Daghenham and Newham 

councils requires that the Beckton Sewage treatment works take sanitary hydrotechnical 

measures, mainly through the elimination of collection of rain water in basements, 

sewage leaks at pipe junctions, and overflowing sludge treatment tanks. In addition, a 

different design of water drainage pumps, that need to be under water at all times in 

order not to impair its functioning, would be necessary. This water collection is 

permament around a pump and fluctuate only in level, thus favouring Cx. p. molestus 

larval infestation.  
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An alternative approach, already very successfull for the control of an outbreak of 

Lymphatic Filariasis in Zanzibar, Tanzania caused by Cx. quinquefasciatus (Maxwell 

et.al., 2002),  is the application of polysterene beads layers  (Reiter, 1978) that by 

floating on top of the larval breeding site water, suffocate the mosquito larvae and 

eliminate the subsequent emergence of the adult stages. This approach was proven to be 

particularly useful in enclosed habitats, such as industrial basements and pit latrines 

where Cx. quinquefasciatus was breeding (Maxwell et al., 2002). Therefore, the 

industrial premises in the Beckton STW, being a similarly enclosed habitat, make a very 

suitable building for the application of polysterene beads layers. 

 

Moreover, due to the sporadic but recurrent nature of Cx. p. molestus outbreaks, as it is 

now practice in Russia urban settings  (Vinogradova, 2000), an ongoing inspection of 

the Cx. p. molestus larval breeding sites in the Beckton STW would keep any risk of 

recurrence at its minimum. 
 

6.6. Implication on the knowledge of the Culex pipiens complex 
The qualitative study of the Cx. p. molestus larval habitat in the Beckton STW and the 

investigation of its distribution in the 1.5 km radius area surrounding the Beckton STW 

strongly suggest that Cx. p. molestus occupies mostly underground breeding sites within 

industrial premises, and that it does not seems to share very often (e.g. in above ground 

natural breeding sites and in hay infusion traps, in Chapter 4 )its larval breeding sites 

with the Cx. p. pipiens form. 

 

Overall, these findings support the previous notion that the two Cx. pipiens forms are 

essentially separated in Great Britain and behave as two separate species (Byrne & 

Nichols, 1999; Vinogradova, 2000; Fonseca et al., 2004). This separation is completely 

consistent with the results in Chapter 5, that detected neither the presence of Cx. p. 

pipiens nor of Cx. p. molestus hybrids and also demonstrated their different host biting 

specifity, where Cx. p. pipiens was found to be exclusively ornithophilic and Cx. p. 

molestus strongly anthropophilic but with a capacity to bite also birds.  

 

From an evolutionary point of view, the findings of this research in particular regarding 

the Cx. p. molestus strongly anthropophilic biting ability, fit well with the recently 

developed theory that Cx. p. molestus originated from a southern Europe/northern 
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Africa autogenous strongly anthropophilic population that made its way to the more 

northern countries as warm and nutrient rich underground man-made facilities were 

built.   

 

However, a separate British study, based on isoenzyme polymorphisms, found no 

evidence of gene flow between closely adjacent above and underground population of 

the two Cx. pipiens forms in London. Twenty allozyme loci were used to differentiate 

the populations and intriguingly Cx.. p. molestus was always found to have a subset of 

the Cx. p. pipiens overground population alleles. In addition, Cx. p. molestus was found 

to have a much reduced heterozygosity compared with the above ground Cx. p. pipiens , 

supporting the theory of population isolation and inbreeding. 

 

These results brought the author to the conclusions that the London underground 

autogenous populations originated from those above ground in one or very few 

colonization events ((Byrne & Nichols, 1999). 

 

The debate is still open on this regard, as a third study from Kent et. al. (2007), 

comparing surface and subterranean Cx. pipiens s.l. populations in New York using a 

variety of molecular techniques to identify genetic differences/similarities in the two 

forms could not agree on either the hypothesis of a Cx. p. molestus southern European 

origin or the hypothesis of Cx. p. molestus underground populations originated from 

nearby above ground Cx. p. pipiens. 

 

The researchers investigated the variability of the SH60 Cx. p. pipiens specific fragment 

identified (Crabtree et al., 1997). They found a fixed monomorphic SH60 variant in Cx. 

p. molestus, not shared with sympatric Cx. p. pipiens, while Cx. p. pipiens showed a 

high level of SH60 polymorphism with common variants shared amongst individual 

from distant locations.  

 

Parallel microsatellite analysis of the same populations at 5 loci (microsatellite markers 

from Fonseca et al., 2004) found fixation of the CQ11 allele in Cx. p. molestus and 

biologically significant gene-flow between Cx. p. molestus and Cx. p. pipiens from New 

York City, as common alleles were found while Cx. p. molestus showed reduced 

polymorphism relative to Cx. p. pipiens in New York and California 
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These results brought the authors to formulate two possible contrasting hypothesis. 

On one hand, the greatly reduced genetic diversity in Cx.  p.  molestus compared to 

Cx. p. pipiens of the SH60 fragment and at the five microsatellite loci support the 

hypothesis that New York City Cx. p. molestus were locally founded from sympatric 

above ground Cx. pipiens populations. To this theory is key the fact that the 

microsatellite alleles identified are shared amongst the two local pipiens biotypes along 

with the CQ11 loci, fixed in Cx. p. molestus populations. In addition, although the SH60 

variant appeared unique to Cx. p. molestus, the author believed that this would be found 

shared with Cx. p. pipiens if further testing of its highly polymorphic variants be carried 

out. 

 

On the other hand, results could also mean that the differences of the SH60 fragment 

and the CQ11 allele in the two Cx. pipiens biotypes in New York City reflect true 

genetic differences that characterize them, while they also hybridize. For populations 

where hybridization is occurring, CQ11 alleles and SH60 variants once present in either 

Cx. p. pipiens or Cx. p. molestus are introduced and dispersed through the population. In 

support, the microsatellite analysis shows reduced gene flow between the two New 

York City sympatric biotypes that is nonetheless biologically significant as it occurs to 

a larger extent than between populations of Cx. p. pipiens/ Cx. p. quinquefasciatus or Cx 

p. molestus/ Cx. p. quinquefasciatus. 

 

Therefore, the authors also hypothesized that Cx. p. pipiens and Cx. p. molestus could 

be two genetically distinct forms that are converging and hybridizing in ecological 

zones of sympatry. 

 

In the light of the contrasting hypothesis from the study from Kent et al. (2007), in 

conjunction with the hypothesis of the studies of Fonseca et. al (2004) and Byrne & 

Nichols (1999)  mentioned earlier, it is clear that a more thorough evaluation of 

sympatric populations of the two Cx. pipiens biotypes are needed in the United States in 

Europe and worldwide to find a definite conclusion on the origin of their 

behavioural/ecological and genetic differences. 
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6.7 Implication for the risk posed by Cx. pipiens s.l. for the 

transmission of the WNV in Great Britain to humans.  
An efficient control of WNV outbreaks requires a significant reduction/elimination of 

the larval breeding sites of the mosquito bridge vectors implicated other than a proper 

management of standing waters and education of the public (Craven et al., 2001). 

 

The study of the Cx. p. molestus larval distribution within and in the surrounding of the 

Beckton STW undertaken in Chapters 3 and 4, did not find any additional Cx. p. 

molestus breeding sites other than those in the Beckton STW. Therefore, the Cx. p. 

molestus larval infestation seemed to be confined to the sewage treatment works. If this 

is the case, it is likely that it would be possible to control and/or reduce the Cx. p. 

molestus contribution to the transmission of the WNV to humans by an effective 

mosquito reduction program of the Beckton STW, such as those mentioned above in 

section 6.5. 

 

The ability of British Cx. p. molestus to bite both humans and birds means that it could 

be a bridge vector for the WNV, and that it needs to be monitored as part of a 

programme of control of the West Nile fever. However, high vectorial capacity would 

require equal preference for biting humans and birds (Kilpatrick et al., 2006).  Chapter 5 

demonstrated that Cx. p. molestus bit birds for only 5.5% of its meals. Therefore with 

the current data we cannot consider Cx. p. molestus a major threat in case of WNV 

arrival in Britain. 

 

Cx. pipiens s.l. host biting specificity has not been fully investigated experimentally in 

those areas where the most severe recent Southern European WNV outbreaks occurred, 

such as that in Romania in 1996.  Therefore, it is possible that the severity of the WNV 

outbreaks were due to a higher Cx. pipiens s.l. vectorial capacity, that is a more equal 

avian-mammalian host biting preference (Villani et al., 1986, Nudelman et al., 1988), 

when compared to that found in this PhD study on Cx. p. molestus in Great Britain.  In 

Europe, the contribution of hybrids to the dual-avian mammalian biting specificity is 

unknown , but the study from Fonseca et al. (2004) found only a 10.2 % of 

hybridization occurring in the European species, much lower than the 40% found in 

North American. 
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In fact, Culex pipiens s.l. hybridization in North America, is thought to have contributed 

to the severity and rapid expansion of the WNV to the whole country from its first 

appearance in 1999 (Fonseca et al., 2004), although this is not clear yet and needs 

further investigation. Fortunately, from the examination of British mosquito populations 

in Chapter 5, it seems that Cx. p. pipiens and Cx. p. molestus do not form hybrids, and 

this may be just one of the consequences of their isolation in Great Britain possibly due 

to mating barriers and/or different Wolbachia strains infections (Byrne et al., 1999, 

Duron & Weill, 2006).  

 

The reason why in North America the two Cx. pipiens forms tend to hybridize more 

readily and, unlike southern European hybrids, survive cold winter temperatures is 

unknown and requires further studies (Fonseca et al., 2004). 

Overall, the finding of lack of interbreeding of the two Cx. pipiens forms in Great 

Britain along with the strong Cx. p. molestus human-mammalian host preference and 

the exclusively ornitophilic host preference in Cx. p. pipiens may partly explain why 

WNV outbreaks have not yet occurred in this country and may never do. In fact, this 

scenario contrasts that in North America, where Culex pipiens hybrids, with presumably 

a more equal birds and human biting specificity, seems to have played such a crucial 

part in the WNV amplification (Fonseca et al., 2004)  

 

However, the nature of WNV outbreaks still puzzles scientists, since they are complex 

and require a deeper understanding of other factors related to mosquitoes (e.g. the 

vector competence of Cx. pipiens s.l. in Great Britain and the role played by other 

mosquito species such as Cx. tarsalis in USA (Hayes et al., 2005).  However, other 

factors may play an important role such as migratory and non-migratory birds and short 

term climatic conditions (e.g. low precipitation during late spring and early summer, 

that followed WNV epidemics in Romania in 1996, in New York in 1999, and observed 

in a number of SLE urban epidemics (Monath, 1979; Savage et al., 1999)).  

 

Therefore, with the present data of this PhD research on the Culex pipiens complex in 

Great Britain, Cx. p. pipiens can only act as an enzootic vector in the amplification of 

the WNV among birds, whereas Cx. p. molestus can be a bridge vector for the 

transmission of the WNV to humans in Great Britain, but considering its patchy 
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distribution and the fact that we have found that it takes only 5.5% of its blood meals 

from birds, its potential as WNV vector remains low. 

 

6.8 Final conclusions and future works  
This research study carried out on Culex pipiens s.l. physiology and behaviour is 

relevant because it was conducted under field conditions and is was the first that 

distinguished the two Cx. pipiens biotypes by a PCR diagnostic test.  

 

The confirmation of the dual host biting specificity in Cx. p. molestus resolves a 

controversial issue debated in recent reviews examining the risk of WNV transmission 

to humans in Britain (Crook et al., 2002; Higgs et al., 2004; Medlock et al., 2005).  In 

addition, the finding of lack of interbreeding of the two Cx. pipiens forms in Great 

Britian may partly explain why WNV outbreaks have not yet occurred in this country 

and may never do, given the situation of WNV spread across North America, where the 

Culex pipiens hybrids seems to have played such a crucial part in the WNV 

amplification (Fonseca, 2004).  However, a high vectorial capacity would require equal 

preference for biting humans and birds (Kilpatrick et al., 2006). The findings of this 

research study show that Cx. p. molestus bit birds for only 5.5% of its meals. Therefore 

with current data we cannot consider Cx. p. molestus a major threat in case of WNV 

arrival in Britain. 

 

The analysis of the Cx. p. molestus larval habitat and distribution in the area within and 

around the Beckton STW, represent the first in depth larval habitat analysis of its kind 

and likely very useful for future references and implementing a more efficient mosquito 

control program in areas afflicted by its biting nuisance. Data of my research study 

strongly suggest that Cx. p. pipiens and Cx. p. molestus occupy very different larval 

habitats, demonstrating the clear separation of these two Cx. pipiens biotypes in Great 

Britain.  

 

In Chapter 3, temperature, season, water depth, and container emerged as important risk 

factors favouring Cx. p. molestus infestation and, although water quality was not 

identified as a risk factor, it is very likely an important factor to be tested thoroughly 

before the design of an effective oviposition trap. Therefore, insights from the use of 

hay infusions should be taken in consideration and coupled with these outcomes. 
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Chapter 4 showed that hay infusion traps seemed to work extremely well for Cx. p. 

pipiens but not for Cx. p. molestus. The problem may have stemmed from the 

difficulties in the preparation of standardized hay infusions (Millar, 1992).  Skatole (3-

methilindole) is an ubiquitous component abundant also in animal excreta, and it was 

identified as the most stimulatory component of hay infusions in Cx. quinquefasciatus 

and other Culex mosquitoes  (Millar et. al, 1992; Mordue et. al, 1992; Beehler et. al, 

1994).   

 

Hence, an oviposition trap based on skatole solutions can be easily standardized, and it 

makes a promising approach for Cx. p. molestus whose larval stages feed on organic 

matter such as sewage. The application of a skatole based trap possibly used in 

conjunction with additives such as the Cx. quinquefasciatus SOP (synthetic oviposition 

pheromones) (Dawson et. al, 1990; Mboera et al., 2000) could be very successful. 

 

In addition, it would be interesting to test the response in the field of traps designed 

with the combination of the chemical cues just mentioned while kept at warm constant 

temperature, with a deep container offering numerous surfaces for nutrients to cling 

onto. 

 

A trap taking into account all these factors could result to be effective in the control and 

study of Cx. p.molestus distributions in areas affected by its biting nuisance. 

However, it is clear that further testing should be carried out before a definite design 

can be applied. 

 

Mark and recapture studies have been amongst the most successful and widely used 

methods to study mosquito movements in the field (Clements, 1999). Data presented in 

Chapter 4 could not conclude if Cx. p. molestus infested additional larval breeding sites 

outside the Beckton STW during the summer months or if its adult stages actively move 

from the Beckton STW to human residential areas in search of a blood meal and back 

again to the Beckton STW for egg laying. Therefore one very effective way to solve this 

problem would be to study the Cx. p. molestus flight range by using a mark and 

recapture study of fluorescently marked adult Cx. p. molestus emerging from the 

Beckton STW. 
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As mentioned earlier, more recently developed theories about the origin of Cx. p. 

molestus from either sympatric surface dwelling Cx. p. pipiens or an autogenous 

mammalian feeding Cx. pipiens from southern Europe are still under debate (Byrne & 

Nichols, 1999; Fonseca et al., 2004; Kent et al., 2007) . 

 

On this regard, it would be very useful and interesting to undertake a microsatellite 

study of the situation in Great Britain regarding the ancestry of Cx. pipiens s.l. 

populations. This further study should include below ground populations of Cx. p. 

molestus such as those from the London underground, the Beckton STW and Mogden 

STW, and nearby above ground populations of Cx. pipiens s.s. The results of this 

genetic comparison should be placed in a worldwide phylogenetic context. 
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Beckton STW sample Autogeny Mating in cage Pcr screen

Number of 

individuals

Old engine room 22/12/03 yes yes m 9

RSPS staircase 18/12/03 yes yes m 9

Flame stack  22/12/03** yes yes m 9

Gas plant station 22/01/03 yes yes m 9

Air lift house 22/12/03 yes yes m 7

Liquor pumping station 22/12/03*** no no p 2

RSPS 2/08/04 yes yes m 10

Flame stack 2/08/04**/ * yes no p 11

Desludge pumping station 2/09/04 yes yes m 10

Rosenblade 2/08/04** no no p 9

Total 85

*autogeny, only after a long rearing period and changed conditions     **above-ground sheltered site  ***above ground non sheltered site

Appendix 
Appendix to Chapter 2 
Evaluation of the PCR identification from Banck et. al. (2006) on British Cx. p. pipiens and Cx. p. molestus. 

Table  A.2.1  Larval populations collected within the Beckton STW tested for Cx. pipiens s.l. behavioural and physiological traits.Adults reared from 

these underground collections showed the trait of autogeny, mated in a small cage (21cm side, single families; 30 cm mixed populations) and amplified 

the expected Cx. p. molestus microsatellite allele band. 
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Breeding site/trap Autogeny Mating in a cage (21 cm side) Pcr screen Number of individuals

G3-House yes yes m 3

13C 19/09/03 no no p 3

1A 19/09/03 no no p 3

13 A 19/09/03 no no p 3

5E 21/09/03 no no p 3

3A 19/09/03 no no p 3

3B 19/09/03 no no p 3

2A 19/09/03 no no p 3

68 ES Right no no p 12

Jenkins Lane no no p 5

River Road Barking (single family) 24/05/04 no no p 3

Westminster Gardens 6/09/04 no no p 3

Thames Road City farm pond 2/09/04 no no p 3

Estuary close drain 2/09/04 no no p 7

Atcost Road swarming males 2/09/04 no no p 3

Gooseley Lane bollard 27/09/03 no no p 10

Westminster gardens August a 03* no no p 10

Westminster gardens August b 03 (G1) yes no m 4

mixed larvae unknown barking 03 no no p 8

Total 92

*The presence of Cx. p. molestus  was verified only by the hatching of egg raft oviposed after offering a blood meal, and the production of successive 

autogenous generations.

 

Table A.2.2. Mosquito populations collected in the surrounding of the Beckton STW tested for Cx. pipiens s.l. behavioural and physiological traits. 

Adults reared from these above ground outdoor collections were anautogenous and did not mated in a small cage (21cm side, single families; 30 cm 

mixed populations) and amplified the expected Cx. pipiens s.s. microsatellite allele band. .
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Appendix to Chapter 4 
A 4.1 Industrial Premises visit 

 

London Lifting Gear 

Buzzard Business Park River Road, Barking, Essex IG11 0EL 

Lifting gear hire & sales  

 

It consisted of an unheated warehouse of lifting machinery situated at ground level. 

The warehouse was very dry. One bucket was found with stagnant water, but no  

mosquito larvae were present.  

 

Hi-Grade Computers P.L.C. 

43, Thames Road Barking, Essex IG11 0HQ 

 

It consisted of a warehouse with computers, ready for dispatch. The place was 

unheated and kept very clean and dry. 

In the car park there were two skips, which were inspected in order to verify that no 

rainwater had accumulated. The manager reassured that even during the summer time 

these skips get emptied every 1-2 weeks. In fact they were dry. 

A previous farm-chicken shelter, used as a shed for bikes, was also present in the car 

park. Spider nets were examined for presence of died mosquitoes trapped. The result 

was negative. The shed was completely dry. 

Overall: No stagnant water was found and no potential for summer infestation seems 

to be present. 

 

Manor Doors Ltd, 

 6-8, Creek Road Barking, Essex IG11 0TA 

Door & doorset manufrs 

 

The place consisted of a big workshop were timber was used to make doors. The 

place was heated by wood burning machines. Many wood cutting machines were 

present. A few buckets with clear water were found, but not infested mosquito larvae.  
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Montague L. Meyer Ltd,  

Rippleway Wharf, 

60, River Road, Barking, Essex IG11 0DU 

Timber import merchants & agents 

The place consisted of a timber warehouse, partially outdoor but shaded. It was 

completely unheated.  Overall the place was very dry, but a hole in the ground was 

found flooded with (probably) stagnant rain water. Again no mosquito larvae were 

present. 

 

Paramount 26 Ltd,  

Unit 5B-C Barking Business Centre,  

25 Thames Road Barking, Essex IG11 0JP 

 

In this premise there were two big workshops in which metal parts of doors and roller 

shutters were built. No heating was warming up the premises. The metal processing 

machines did not seem to warm up the workshops. The wall dividing the offices from 

one of the two warehouses could have been warm. The offices were visited as well as 

a safety exit staircase. No stagnant water was found and therefore no potential for 

mosquito breeding seemed to be there.  

 

QuickCrates Ltd (OCS Transport Services),  

Units 17 & 18  

Buzzard Creek Industrial Estate, River Road Barking, Essex IG11 0EL 

 

This premises consisted of two warehouses storing crates. They were very dry, and no 

heated.  

Therefore, the places presented no potential for mosquito breeding and no larvae 

breeding were present. 

 

Ritchie & Son’ s  

Unit 5F Barking Business Centre,  

25, Thames Road Barking, Essex IG11 0JP 
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This place presented absolutely no potential for mosquito breeding. It consisted of a 

food storage warehouse, which was no heated, and with the presence of two walk in 

fridges (meat storage). No water was present anywhere. 

  

BRC 

Unit 13, Kierbeck Business Complex,  

North Woolwich Rd, Silvertown, London E16 2BG   

 

It was a metal manufacturing industry. They have just moved and they are now only 

stockists. In the outside yard there were metal sheets and containers with rain water. 

No mosquito larvae were present. No indoor building was available. 

 

Garrods of Barking 

Abbey works, Linton road, Barking, Essex IG11 8HU 

 

This industrial premise was a metal manufacturer. It was a small company, with two 

dry warehouses and a factory were metal is shaped to make various goods. The entire 

place was very dry although one boiler was present. Therefore the place presented no 

potential for mosquito breeding.  

 


